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Sensitivity: General 

 
 

IN THE MATTER of the Resource Management Act 1991 
 

AND 
 

IN THE MATTER of Hearing Submissions and Further Submissions on the Proposed Waikato District 
Plan (Stage 1) 

 
 
 
  
 

MEMORANDUM BY COUNCIL TO HEARING COMMISSIONERS RELATING TO MAAORI 
AREAS AND SITES OF SIGNIFICANCE 

29 March 2021 
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May it please the Hearing Commissioners: 

 

 
1. The purpose of this memorandum is to summarise the responses to letters that Council sent out as directed 

by the Hearings Panel on 28 August 2020. The Directions were as follows in paragraph 5: 

 
b. As suggested by Ms Parham, Council staff are to write to each of the landowners listed in paragraph 3 

of the information provided by Council staff (reproduced in the table in paragraph 3 above), but not 
Horotiu Farms Limited, to:  

i. Inform them that a submission on the proposed plan has stated that their land contains a 
Maori Site or Area of Significance (as the case may be) and have requested that this be 
identified as such in the Waikato District Plan;  

ii. Provide sufficient detail about the relevant Maori Site or Area of Significance so that the 
landowner can understand what has been requested, why it has been requested and what 
consequences it would have for their use of that land; and  

iii. Advise the landowner that the Panel wishes to obtain their views before making any decision 
on whether or not to accept the submission and/or further submission; and  

iv. Invite the landowner to provide a written statement setting out their views.  
c. The results of the process set out in paragraph 5 b above are to be included in the Council’s Right of 

Reply 

 

2. Council wrote to each of the landowners listed in the Hearing Panels’ Directions on 21 October 2020 and 

received a number of responses. Ms Sheryl Paekau was the author of the s42A report for Hearing 20 Maaori 

Areas and Sites of Significance, and this memorandum sets out her consideration of the responses to 

Council’s letters and her officer recommendations.  

 
3. In addition, this memorandum includes analysis of the submission from Ruakiwi Braziers Limited [340.1] 

regarding 343 Jefferis Road Waerenga. 

 
Corner of Gordonton Road and Piako Road 

4. The original submission from Ruruhia Cila Henry [812.1] sought to amend the Proposed Waikato District 

Plan to include the Karamu Paa and Urupa as waahi tapu on the corner of Gordonton Road and Piako Road. 

 

Map 1: Location of landowners  
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Alister and Lauren Smith 187A Piako Road, Gordonton 

5. Cooney Lees Morgan responded on behalf of Alister and Lauren Smith and requested that the response be 

treated as a late further submission (Appendix 1A).  The letter stated that the Smiths are aware of the 

Karamu Paa site and urupaa from the subdivision application which remains as located on the map between 

the south side of the Komakorau Stream and the Gordonton Road. They support in principle the protection 

of the Paa site.   The letter expressed concern about the lack of evidence supporting the location of the 

urupaa site and they note that the historical map provided by Dr Kahotea (if it is correct), would only apply 

to an area to the south of the original alignment of Komakorau Stream and does not support the much 

more extensive area proposed by Council’s planner in the s42A Report, which includes a much larger area 

of the farm and also crosses the dwelling on the neighbouring property. 

 
6. They seek that the submission by Ms Henry (to the extent that it may seek notation of a wider area as 

proposed by the reporting officer) be rejected and the notified version of the PDP in relation to the MAOS 

M49 is confirmed and/or ground-truthing to justify the extension of M49 (the urupaa).  

 
7. The letter contains maps from CKL Surveys Ltd references to plan SO132 1865 which identifies the Paa 

and Urupaa (cemetery) and where the land was taken under the Public Works Act and transferred to the 

Waikato County Council in 1925 as well as other maps. 

 
Yvonne Bright 22 Piako Road, Gordonton   

8. The response from Ms Bright is contained in Attachment 1B. She provides explanation from the process 

carried out through their purchase of the section and landuse consent for their home. She explains that Iwi 

consultation was carried out with Iwi consultant organisations: Nga Mana Toopu o Kirikiriroa, Te Kotuku 

Whenua and NZ Historic Places and Mrs Henry when she was planning to build a home on the site in 2001.  

Ms Bright opposes the proposed extent of M49 and seek that the extent of M49 be refined to not include 

her property. 

 

The Waikato Diocesan Trust (St Mary’s Anglican Church) 974 Gordonton Road, Gordonton  

St Mary’s Church 
(Waikato Diocesan 
Trust Board) 
 

Gordonton 
Cemetery (Urupaa 

D & Y Bright 

Karamu Paa 

AH & L Smith 
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9. The response from The Waikato Diocesan Trust is Attachment 1C.  Dr Bryan Bang Acting Manager for the 

Board opposes the submission made by Mrs Henry on the basis that the church’s understanding is that the 

church was not wahi tapu as supported by kaumatua from the Hukanui Marae (Ngaati Wairere). The site 

is, in part, a dedicated cemetery.  Dr Bang seeks that should the Hearings Panel decide to allow the 

submission, then the definition of “earthworks” would need to be construed to include the digging of graves. 

The lack of such an exemption would mean in practise that no funerals could take place because of the time 

involved in obtaining resource consent. 

 

Waikato District Council for Gordonton Cemetery, 970 Gordonton Road, Gordonton:   

10. No response was received from the relevant team within Waikato District Council. 

 

Planners Response 

11. Firstly, it is important that this submission made by Mrs Henry is made clearer.  In her submission she asks 

that the Karamu Paa and Urupaa be identified and included on the planning map on the corner of Gordonton 

and Piako Roads. When lands were taken for European settlement, and given for churches, Maaori korero 

speaks about King Tawhaiao exhuming the remains of Maaori chiefs and taking their bones to Taupiri 

Mountain. Dr Kahotea relates this korero about the Karama Paa and urupaa. It is said that tuupuna of local 

hapuu still remain there.  Although St Mary’s Anglican Church occupies part of the land with its own title, 

it is still used and supported by the Hukanui Marae and Ngaati Wairere whanau.  It is also well known that 

Ngaati Wairere was active participants supporting its Maaori Ministers serving the church and in setting up 

St Mary’s with financial contributions to build the Church.  Dr Bang’s comments of support by kaumatua 

are supported also by Mrs Henry. 

 

12. I note that the Church was not treated separately to the Urupaa because it was thought to be part of the 

whole property.  However they were separated under individual  titles.  The church- Allot 277 Komakorau 

Parish is owned by the church and the cemetery/urupaa  Pt Allot 233 Komakorau Parish, is  administered 

and managed by WDC under Designation M49. There is no associated title.  Its intent is a Local Purpose 

Reserve Gazette 1981 p112.  The designated use is an Urupaa/Cemetery therefore earthwork for an 

internment would not require a resource consent. 

 
13. The outcome of this submission has been incorrectly translated into the maps presented in the Planners 

S42A Report (refer to paragraph 139, Page 47). 

 

Map 2: Notified planning map   
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Map 3: Recommended Amendment as contained in the s42A planner’s report 

 

 

14. Map 2 above was defined by the Komakorau Stream as shown by the white outline and the Gordonton 

Road.  This was incorrectly changed by Map 3 defining the area in purple in the s42A planner’s report. 

 
15. Although Mrs Henry’s and Dr Kahotea’s korero about Ngaati Wairere  and other hapuu had cultural 

historical involvement in the land surrounding the subject area, Mrs Henry’s submission  was solely to have 

the Karamu Paa and Urupaa recognised as significant.  The change to Map 3 was not picked up until this 

later process. 

 
16. Mr and Mrs Smith do not oppose the existence of the Paa site but are opposed to the line extending over 

the stream. They suggest ground-truthing the area of the urupaa.  It is my understanding that the Komakorau 
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Stream made that separation.  The existence of burrow pits all along the northern side of the stream 

showed the area was predominately gardened for kumara and rewai however the area beyond the stream 

was not identified by Mrs Henry. 

 
17. I therefore recommend that the correction be made to the identification of the Karamu Paa and Urupaa 

according to above map as shown in Map 2. (ie. Between the Gordonton Road and bordered by the 

Komakorau Stream (as shown in red). 

 

Map 4 Recommended extent of Maaori Area of Significance 
 

 

 

 

Riria Kereopa Memorial Drive, Raglan  

18. The original submission was from Rolande Paekau on behalf of Te Whaanga 2B3B2 & 2B1 Ahuwhenua Trust 

[152.8] seeking to add the waahi tapu located at the end of Riria Kereopa Memorial Drive to Schedule 30.3 

MSOS. An acknowledgement was received from the Chair Darcel Rickard, Te Kopua 2B3 Incorporation 
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supporting the submission made by the Te Whaanga 2B3B2 & 2B1 Ahuwhenua Trust and is in line with 

their own submission to support the MSOS in the PDP. This is included as Appendix 2A. 

 

19. No response was received from Te Kopua 3 & 4 Ahuwhenua Trust. 

 

Planners Response 

20. Although this MSOS is on private property and acknowledged by its owners as such it has been identified 

because it sits by an area that is continually used by the public for access to the beach at the Whaingaroa 

Harbour entrance for recreation and fishing. I have not changed my recommendation that this submission 

be accepted and that the Burial Ground be noted on Te Kopua 3. As highlighted by the response from The 

Waikato Diocesan Trust, the definition of earthworks or the earthworks rules will have to be amended to 

allow the site to be continued to be used as an urupaa.  

 

21. Te Paina Pa, Mercer  

22. The submission from Mercer Residents and Ratepayers Committee [367.52] sought to add Te Paina Pa sites 

on Riverbank Road, Mercer to Schedule 30.4 Maaori Areas of Significance 

 

23. Letters were sent to the registered landowners being P Smith and Others, and Waikato District Council 

but no responses were received. 

 

Planners Response 

24. Recorded history and photos as shown by Dr Kahotea’s Technical Report, the significance to the history 

of Waikato Tainui Kingitanga and the previous home of Princess Te Puea Herangi and papakainga before 

she took up residence and established Turangawaewae Marae, Ngaruawahia for Waikato whanau.  The land 

and the area on Riverbank Road Mercer is  recognised  as Te Paina, their former home.  

 

25. Koheroa 90A Block. Identified as above Maaori Owners Site identified as the relocated site of the Te Paina 

Paa (Prop 303646) 

 
26. Koheroa 90B Block.  Associated Title NA 399/204 Freehold Its intent is Public Domain NZ Gazette 1949 

p1456 Forms part of the Mercer Domain  

 
27. NZAA S12/273 Cultivation area , Maaori horticulture– (Lot 90B), Cultivations were on survey plan SO 

4782 described as Native cultivations.  It appears they were all along the Waikato RiverBank and Mercer 

Domain are now situated here.  The cultivations have almost certainly been destroyed through road and 

stopbank construction. (NZAA Site Record NZMS260) 

 
28. In my S42a report I recommended that submission 367.52 be accepted however it is my understanding now 

that Lot 90B is being reviewed to transfer the administration of the block from WDC to the Department 

of Conservation. 

 

29. Borrow pits at 5851 Great South Road, Ngaruawahia 
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30. The original submission from Ngaati Tamainupo [962.1] sought inclusion of the borrow pits as a Maaori Site 

of Significance. A response was provided by Perjuli Development Limited (Appendix 4). The response 

expresses a number of procedural concerns, including that the Hearings Panel chose to accept the late 

submission from Ngaati Tamainupo and Council did not notify Perjuli who was the landowner. 

Notwithstanding the procedural matters raised, Perjuli Development Limited considers that the subject 

borrow pits are heavily modified, damaged, and sit within private land that has only recently been zoned for 

residential land use, pursuant to a fully publicly notified process. The response notes that Heritage NZ has 

assessed that the borrow pits do not have archaeological significance. The landowner contends that to 

assign MSOS status to the borrow pits based on Submission 962.1 would lack robustness, consistency, and 

would have concerning precedent effects. As the piece of land has been strategically considered through 

PC17, a more balanced approach to environmental and urban growth pressures than is contained in the 

Submission and the section 42A report is necessary. 

 
31. Perjuli Development Limited oppose submission 962.1 in its entirety as it relates to the highly modified and 

remnant borrow pits located at 5851 Great South Road, Ngāruawāhia. Perjuli Development Limited accepts 

that borrow pits in the area may be of historic and/or cultural interest to mana whenua. Some borrow pits 

are present on the property. However, it considers there are also many borrow pits in areas nearby that 

are not part of the property. Perjuli Development Limited considers the selective delineation of these 

features being significant under the MSOS policy overlay is arbitrary, ad hoc and inappropriate when 

considering the wider physical and planning environment. 

 
Planners Response 

32. I do not provide reply to all of Perjuli’s submission because I do not agree with the argument put forward, 

however I make the following comments. Council’s position on Late Submission received is referred to in 

the Second Direction from Hearing Commissioners 26 June 2019.  Council recommended that 25 late 

submissions be allowed (Appendix 4B), and Ngaati Tamainupo’s submission was one of these.  

 
33. The submissions are logged and filed and then were provided for the s42A Writers who address each 

submission.  This was approximately late November 2019 when this separating work began.  During 

engagement with Ngaati Tamainupo in early March 2020 they gave details of Perjuli, the developers they 

were consulting with about the borrow pits.  An approach was made by contacting Perjuli via emails to Mr 

Brent Glover and Craig Blackmore on 13 March 2020 seeking permission for discussion and access to 5851 

Great South Road, Ngaruawahia for myself, Archaeologist/Anthropologist Dr Des Kahotea, and the 

submitters.  Because the appointment and access was denied, a further email was sent explaining the 

submission with attachments thus bringing the issue to their attention to be addressed.  (Appendix 4C & 

D).   Appendix 4D includes the attachments of the submission information.   

 
34.  My position as a Policy Planner is to identify and support the MSOS and MAOS project in accordance with 

RMA 6(e).  The support of this submission does not provide access to private land or support the protest 

and occupation events of the land.  As I understand these events were escalated by Ngaati Tamainupo as a 

result of the archaeological excavation of the borrow pits taking place and lack of communication. 
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35. The remaining point that I address is the matter identified as conflict of interest.  I make no apology for this.  

I have worked for Council for nearly 36 years and formed relationships with all hapuu and marae in the 

district.  As part of Maaori tikanga, whakawhanaungatanga is very important to the engagement process, to 

make connections to who you are, where you come from and your Kaupapa/theme is known to your 

audience, so it has been important in the gathering of information of the sites of significance.  It is good to 

identify common ground which is usually by whakapapa.  Because of my connections here in Waikato and 

Maniapoto it is common for me to have whakapapa links.  Therefore in my s42A Report I made the 

connections that were relevant to this process and where submitters or participants were particularly 

involved. 

 
36. I have not changed my recommendations as a result of the response from Perjul Development Ltd. I support 

my comments in my s42A report (para 93-99).  The site is significant to the hapuu for the reasons they 

claim is a “taonga tuku iho.” Dr Des Kahotea assessment supports their cultural claim and the horticultural 

significance they associate with the Pukeiaahua Paa site. 

 

343 Jefferis Road, Waerenga  

37. The submission from Ruakiwi Braziers Limited [340.1] was unclear but made reference to Maaori Sites of 

Significance S13/119 and S13/141 on Jefferis Road as being unconfirmed. Dr Kahotea undertook an 

examination of the documentation held by NZ Archaeological Association of previous colleague’s field 

assessments and also carried out a field visit on the 6 February 2021.  A drone was used to examine both 

ridges S13/119 and S13/141. 

 
38. His concluding comments are that the pa site S13/119 recorded by Owen Wilkes in 2004 is the paa site 

S13/141 he recorded in 2002. There is no paa on the ridge where he recorded S13/119. Changes were 

made to the file of S13/119 stating by a field visit and examination of maps S13/119 was not a paa, nor were 

there any archaeological features. This was done through the online NZAA Site Recording Scheme as a 

registered NZAA member user. The S13/141 paa was also updated online. 

 
Planner’s recommendation 

 
39. I have checked the NZAA recorded data against Dr Kahotea’s conclusions.  I agree with his conclusions 

regarding archaeologist Owen Wilkes’ report.  This also aligns with the comments made on the day of our 

first site visit with Mr Jefferis Senior and his son Stuart who have farmed the property for many years and 

said that they have seen no evidence of a Paa site on the location of S13/119.  The google image I have 

included below of S13/141 shows the trench outline of this recorded paa which agrees with the original 

surveyor. I therefore recommend deleting S13/119 from the planning maps and retaining S13/141. 
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40.  

 
 

 

 
 

Dated at Ngaruawahia this  29 March 2021 
 
 
 
 

__________________________ 
Sheryl Paekau 

Kaiwhakamahere  

Policy Planner / Advisor  

 



CooneyLeesMorgan

2 December 2020

Ref: 569363-10

EMAIL: will.gauntlett@waidc.govt.nz

Dear Will,

PROPOSED DISTRICT PLAN - SUBMISSION REGARDING MAORI SITES OF SIGNIFICANCE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

RCZ-569363-10-5-2:rz

We have reviewed the notified version of the Proposed Plan, which showed an area on the 
corner of Gordonton Road and Piako Road as a MAS (M49) and neighbouring Urupa (Uli). 
That property is St Mary’s Anglican Church and the Gordonton Cemetery and is not in issue.

We have been instructed by Alister and Lauren Smith (the Smiths) who own a dairy farm at 
187A Piako Road, Gordonton (Smith Property).

We also understand from the Letter that the Hearing Panel are cognisant of the fact that 
landowners may not be aware that submissions have been lodged which would affect their 
property, and have invited landowners to provide a written statement setting out their views.

We have been provided with a copy of a letter dated 21 October 2020 (received 29 October 
2020) (Letter) in relation to the proposed Waikato District Plan (Proposed Plan). The Letter 
refers to a submission on the Proposed Plan by Ruruhia Cila Henry (Submission 812.1) 
(Submission) seeking an amendment to the Proposed Plan to ‘include the Karamu Paa and 
Urupa as waahi tapu on the corner of Gordonton Road and Piako Road’. The Letter refers to 
a report by Dr Des Kahotea, and the planner’s report which recommends that a Maaori Site 
or Area of Significance (MAS) be placed over the Smith Property and identified as such in the 
Proposed Plan.

The Smiths appreciate the directions provided by the Hearings Panel, who have clearly 
recognised the issue regarding lack of engagement with relevant landowners. However, they 
note that the Panel’s directions are to invite the landowner to ‘provide a written statement 
setting out their views’.

Will Gauntlett
Resource Management Policy Team Leader
Waikato District Council
Private Bag 544
NGARUAWAHIA 3742

ANZ Centre, Level 3,247 Cameron Road 
PO Box 143, Tauranga 3144, NZ | DXHP40001 
PH 07 578 2099 | FX 07 5781433

info@clmlaw.co.nz
www.cooneyleesmorgan.co.nz

We have also considered the Submission lodged by Ms Henry. In our view, that Submission 
was not sufficient to place the Smiths on notice that a Maaori Site or Area of Significance 
could potentially be placed over the wider area now proposed by the reporting officer, 
including the neighbouring Smith Property. The Submission by Ms Henry refers to a notation 
over sites on the corner of Gordonton Road and Piako Road, and not to the extent which now 
appears to be proposed by the reporting officer for Waikato District Council (Council). No 
maps or further details were provided in the Submission which would have alerted the Smiths 
to the amendments now proposed by the reporting officer.
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7.

8.

Clause 8 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991

To: Waikato District Council

Name of person making further submission: Alister and Lauren Smith

The reasons for my opposition are set out below.

Smith Property

9.

10.

RCZ-569363-10-5-2:rz

This is a further submission in opposition to a submission on the following proposed plan (the 
proposal): Proposed Waikato District Plan

The Smith Property is an operational dairy farm. The Smith Family has a long association 
with this area dating back to the 1930s when Alister Smith’s grandfather settled at Gordonton. 
Alister’s wife, parents and wider family members are all buried at the Gordonton Cemetery. 
Alister is the third-generation farming in Gordonton. He took ownership of the wider farm in 
1985 on the death of his father, and in 2014 extended the farm by acquiring the neighbouring 
property, which is the subject site. The Smiths private residential property is located at 187A 
Piako Road, Gordonton.

Being an operational farm, the Smiths graze the property with cows and regularly undertake 
maintenance and construction of farming facilities at the property, including fences, 
farm tracks, roads, stock races, farm drains, water troughs and pipes. In the past the Smith 
Property has also been used for cultivation (planting, growing, harvesting a crop e.g. maize). 
As such the Smith Property is already highly modified.

I oppose the submission of Ruruhia Cila Henry (Submission 812.1). I oppose the whole of 
the Submission. I seek that the whole of the Submission is disallowed. Given the current 
point in the plan process, I do not seek to be heard in support of my further submission.

I am a person with an interest in the proposal that is greater than the general public has. The 
grounds are set out further below in this letter.

For the avoidance of doubt, the Smiths respectfully request that this letter be treated as a 
further submission under clause 8 of the 1 Schedule to the Resource Management Act 1991 
(RMA), being a party that has an interest greater than the public generally. The Smiths 
acknowledge that the further submission is out of time, but the Hearings Panel has the ability 
to waive compliance with the time limit under s37 RMA. In this instance, the Smiths clearly 
meet the grounds for waiver set out in s37 RMA, as it is in the interests of the Smiths (being 
directly affected by the Council’s proposal), and in the interests of the community in achieving 
an adequate assessment of the effects of the Proposed Plan, that the further submission be 
accepted.

It is considered that there will not be unreasonable delay in accepting the late further 
submission, as the Smiths are not seeking to reconvene the hearing or to be heard in relation 
to their submission. Rather they seek that the issues contained within this letter are 
considered by the Hearings Panel prior to issuing its decisions on the submissions. In order 
to ensure technical compliance with the requirements of the RMA (if the Hearing Panel is 
prepared to grant a waiver and accept this letter as a further submission), this letter follows 
the requirements of Form 6.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

As such, the Smiths seek:18.

(a)

In addition, the Smiths are aware of korero from kaumatua that has suggested the Pa site 
may actually be closer to the Church/Urupa located on the corner of Gordonton Road and 
Piako Road. These sentiments are included within a number of documents located on the 
Council’s property file, including a report by CKL relating to an earlier subdivision proposaP.

The Smiths note that the provisions of the Proposed Plan (if the MAS is imposed over the 
much wider area as recommended by the Officer’s Report) will have consequences to their 
farming operations, including any earthworks that might be necessary to undertake usual 
farming activities on site and planting, which would require a restricted discretionary consent. 
Accordingly, such restrictions should only be imposed where there is robust information 
available that accurately records the extent of the site, and should not be imposed over an 
area greater than is necessary to protect any significant sites that might be present on the 
Smith Property.

While the Smiths support, in principle, the protection of sites of significance, they are 
concerned about the lack of evidence supporting both the location of the Pa site and the 
extent of MAS proposed in the s42A Report.

As noted above, the Submission by Ms Henry did not provide any description of the extent of 
the Pa site. It is unclear from the Letter whether any further evidence was provided by Ms 
Henry at the hearing. The Smiths have considered the report provided by Dr Kahotea. 
Although it refers to a 'field visit’ under Section 14.1, it is not clear whether Dr Kahotea actually 
visited the Smith Property. If he did, the Smiths were not contacted in advance or made 
aware of his visit. It appears from the report that a full assessment or ‘ground-truthing’ was 
not undertaken by Dr Kahotea if he did visit the site.

Rather, the only evidence provided by Dr Kahotea appears to be an unnamed pa on survey 
plan from 1865 (SO 132 1865). There are no sites recorded with NZAA or Heritage New 
Zealand.

As noted above, the Smiths support, in principle, the protection of sites of significance where 
they might be located on the Smith Property. However, the historical map provided by Dr 
Kahotea (if it is correct), would only apply to an area to the south of the original alignment of 
Komakorau Stream and does not support the much more extensive area proposed by 
Council’s planner in the s42A Report, which includes a much larger area of the farm and also 
crosses the dwelling on the neighbouring property.

The Smiths note that, as a working farm, the area has been highly modified in the past. 
Survey plans show that the area was formerly used as a gravel pit\ the land is subject to 
flooding and has been used for intensive farming activities, including cultivation and cropping 
from time to time, as well as earthworks associated with the farming activities. In addition 
Komakorau Stream has been significantly realigned at some point in time (not by the Smiths) 
as can be seen on the relevant plans. It is therefore unclear, based on the information 
currently before the Hearing Panel, whether the location of the Pa site is correct and/or 
whether it remains given the extent of modification that has occurred since 1865.

That the submission by Ms Henry (to the extent that it may seek the notation of a wider 
area as proposed by the reporting officer, although that is not clear from the 
Submission) be rejected and the notified version of the Proposed Plan in relation to 
MAS M49 is confirmed, on the basis that there is insufficient information and/or 
ground-truthing of the site to justify the extension of M49 as proposed in the Officer’s 
Report; or

1 Refer Survey Plan SO 15065 (1909)
2 Copy attached for your consideration.
RCZ-569363-10-5-2: rz
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(b)

(c)

19.

7

c 

RCZ-569363-10-5-2:rz

Yours faithfully
COONEY LEES MORGAN

The Smiths are grateful for the opportunity to provide the above comments to the Hearing 
Panel. If there are any questions, please feel free to contact the writer.

In the alternative, that Rural Zone earthworks rule 22.2.3.2 be amended to clarify that 
'ancillary rural earthworks’ are permitted activities within a MAS or similar relief; or 
In the alternative, that the proposed extent of MAS M49 is refined to include only that 
area on the Smith Property which is south of the original alignment of Komakorau 
Stream, so that it aligns more correctly with the extent of the Pa site shown on SO 132 
1867.

RACHAEL ZAME
Senior Associate
DDL 07-927 0522 
E-mail: rzame@clmlaw.co.nz
Partner: MARY HILL



C&CL Surveys Ltd
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Job No,Re! Atkina a Olhere - Qordonton Road

 Plenae RecycleO Mitsui □Poi'Review  Pleaao Coirunoni ŪPIeaao Kopiy

o Commisote!

Historical Information - Lot 1 - DPS 89029 { Lot 6. application plan C-1113- SI)

Wô attach the following information that may be of assistance:

The following documents are labelled A“ E and we comment;

E ~Copy of ourfile note produced following a visit to DOCs archaeological records.

“t

Print Date: 18 November 2020^9:36 a.m.
ocument Set ID: 963108 
ersion: 1, Version Dale: 02/04/2015

B - An extract from plan DP 3435 (1906) Showing the land in the vicinity of the Rite but 
with no mention of a pa site.

310 Tristran Street, P.O. BOX 171 

HamsiDri, NewZeeiend

Totafixioe: {00039 2051

Fac3Bnib;(07)839 2052

D~ Reduced scale copy of plan SO 18303 { 1925 ) showing the same site but with no 
mention of a pa or a gravel pit

D^. SUfV

Dip, Sufv, Dip. Wan. studtee ■

osa ram> isat^ Eaa
ygl /.j-y ® (S]
'kSn^ Iffi W, OSfflSi

G ~ Reduced scale copy of plan SO 150GS ( 1909) showing the subject land as a Gravel 
Pit.

Furtlior to your phone call this morning, We are pleased to provide the following 
information that we have access to regarding the history of the subject site.

A ~ Copy of part of Survey plan S0132 (2) showing wliat may be the site adjacent to the 
Church site. In our opinion the Komakorau stream is not shown very accurately.
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no longer

exists.
have been closer to where the

evidence of iwi occupation.
and verbal comment regarding this6. There is a large amount of .conflicting evidence

site.

7. Given
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Ga7 Warner

CKL Surveys Ltd

church/cemetery is now located.

4. We have heal

" reveal what information they have 
reasonable to withhold building consents for th^elte.^
subdivision t--------
event that earthworks reveal any such features.

Please call if you have any queries.

3, We have heard verbal assertons that the pa may

^rd verbal assertions that the pa was vacated because of flooding.

pSXe^thee^idrncethattheyarebasingt^^^

Komakorau Stream,
We also make the following comments relating to this matter: 

. M.„. .toopu h-- -

un-willingness of the iwi consultente to

The advisory note on the
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File Note;

25 January 200'!

Our Ref; Bl 515
LW and VM Atkins, Gordonton Road

A visit was made to the■ Departme^ held, maintained and

Print Data: 18 November 202Q, 9:36 a.m.

- ■ -It of Conservation Waikato Conse^ancy Office
the^VhSgtoal Association are held, maintained and

,cords to show that a pa site ever existed on the
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ersfon: 1,' Version Dalo: 02/0*1/2015

updated.

There are no Association re' 
proposed lot.

However, file notei...»I’’’® “ulThlStetfonW»»

site existed not on the present site ... ,
Komakorau Parish site. } ■
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Carolyn Wratt

From: Will Gauntlett

Sent: Monday, 7 December 2020 10:33 a.m.

To: DistrictPlan; Sheryl Paekau; 'Carolyn Wratt'

Subject: FW: PROPOSAL DISTRICT PLAN SUBMISSION REGARDING MAORI SITE OF 

SIGNIFICANCE

Attachments: Attachments.pdf; IMG20201203003314.jpg

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

 

 

From: Yvonne Bright <Yvonne.Bright@selwynfoundation.org.nz>  

Sent: Friday, 4 December 2020 9:50 am 

To: Will Gauntlett <will.gauntlett@waidc.govt.nz> 

Cc: 'r-dhawkins@hotmail.com' <r-dhawkins@hotmail.com> 

Subject: FW: PROPOSAL DISTRICT PLAN SUBMISSION REGARDING MAORI SITE OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 
 

 

 

: PROPOSAL DISTRICT PLAN SUBMISSION REGARDING MAORI SITE OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

 

 

Dear Will, 

 

I oppose the submission of Ruruhia Cila Henry (Submission 812.1) on the Proposed Waikato District Plan. 

The submission lodged by Mrs Henry is NOT sufficient to place my property at 22 Piako Road or Mr 

Smith's on notice. 

Firstly this submission 812.1 was bought to my attention by my neighbour Mr Smith.  

I was totally unaware of this. Waikato District Council failed to write to me as an affected landowner.  And 

still haven't written to me regarding this matter. 

I phoned Will Gauntlet 3 times and left messages. Not once did he return my call. 

I find this appalling considering the proposed Maaori Site of Significance is on my property including my 

existing house. 

 

Clause 8 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991 

To: Waikato District Council 

Name of person making further submission: Yvonne Bright 

This is a further submission in opposition on the following proposed plan: Proposed Waikato District Plan 

I am a person with an interest in the proposal that is greater than the general public has. The grounds are 

set out further below in this email. 

I oppose the submission of Ruruhia Cila Henry (Submission 812.1). I oppose the whole of the submission. I 

seek that the whole of the Submission is disallowed. Given the current point in the plan process, I do not 

seek  to be heard in support of my further submission. 

The reasons for my opposition are set out below. 
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In the year 2000 my former husband Don Bright and myself purchased the piece of land on Gordonton Road 

from Mr Atkins which Mr Atkins was granted subdivision consent for.  The land is now owned and farmed 

by Mr Smith. 

After the purchase we had expensive plans drawn up for our dream home. Plans were put into Waikato 

District Council which were approved. 

We put the entrance way in and a fence at our cost.  

We applied for building consent.  

At this point council informed us we couldn't build as the land was claimed as a Historic site despite having 

already granted subdivision consent. 

So arrangements were made to meet on site on 9th Feb 2001 with Rawiri Bidois from Historic Places Trust, 

Derek Burns and Wiremu Puke. 

I was disgusted and still am at Mr Burns conversation regarding building on this site. 

To date 20 years later I note that the piece of land is still NOT registered with the Historic Places Trust.  

So as I see it I'm owed many thousands of dollars that we lost due to wrong and deceitful information.  

Mr Aitkins then got CKL surveyors in to do a revised subdivision plan and subdivided off 22 Piako Rd for 

us to purchase. This is now my home. A copy of the Planners Report for this subdivision is attached and 

states the following: 

 "A subsequent site meeting...resulted in a modified application creating Stage 4 being lodged with Council 

on 15 February 2001. Written confirmation of the revised proposal was obtained from Nga Mana Toopu 0 

Kikiririroa and Te Kotuku Whenua consultants by 20 February 2001. The NZHPT confirmed they had no 

concerns with the subdivision or the earthworks required to construct a house on the new Lot 1." 

I have attached a copy of the letter from our meeting on the property on 9th Feb 2001 and letters of support 

for the subdivision, construction of my house and associated earthworks from Te Kotuku Whenua 

Consultants (Maree Pene) and Nga Mana Toopu O Kirikiriroa (Wiremu Puke) and the NZ Historic Places 

Trust. 

Before the purchase was finalised. I approached Mrs Henry, the Kaumatua from Hukanui Marae, and the 

Kaumatua from Huntly. 

We all met on site 22 Piako Rd Gordonton. They all walked the land and spent some time there.  

Their words were 

"You have our absolute blessings. This land is free and yours to build on". 

Now 20 years later it's changed?? Why?? 

Nothing has changed. As I have the same maps from 20 years ago that you have submitted to this 

application. If Mrs Henrys submission was of any Significance this would of been lodged 20 years ago. 

 

Dr Kahotea at no point has he visited my property. 

By what I see for the proposed Maaori Site of Significance M49 he has looked at a map and guessed where 

he thinks the Pa site should be and his proposed plan physically goes right through my existing home. I 

oppose the proposed extent of M49 and seek that the proposed extent of M49 be refined to not include my 

property. 

 

I have approached S.D legal whom are happy to represent me but it will be at your cost.  

 

This letter is to be treated as further submission in opposition to a submission of the Proposed Waikato 

District Plan. 

 

Regards Yvonne Bright 

 

 

 

Disclaimer: 
The information transmitted is the property of The Selwyn Foundation and is intended only for the person or entity to which it is 
addressed, as it may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Statements and opinions expressed in this e-mail may not 
represent those of the organisation. Any review, retransmission, dissemination and other use of, or taking of any action in 
reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
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recipient or received this in error, please contact the sender immediately and delete the material from any computer. We use 
virus scanning software, but exclude all liability for viruses or similar in any attachment. 



Report To and For Consideration By: 	Mark Buttimore Policy and Customer Services 
Group Manager 

Fm: 	 Alistair Muirhead - Development Planner 

Date: 	 25 February 2001 

Resource Consent Application Number: 	70 01 007 

Subject: 

Applicants: 

Application: 

Location: 

Zoning: 

Policy Area: 

Legal Descriptions: 

Certificates of Title: 

Area: 

Change conditions of subdivision consent 

Bright 

To undertake three boundary relocations in a third 
stage and a boundary relocation in a fourth stage of a 
subdivision application previously approved in 
October 2000 by inserting additional conditions of 
consent 

Gordonton (State Highway 1B), Piako and Taylor 
Roads 

Rural 

N/A 

Lots 1 to 4 DPS 86878 

68C/696, 64C/199 & 59B/400 

Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4 DPS 
86878  

47.4785 ha 

Lot 1 DPS 82337 43.1513 ha 

Lot 1 DPS 75867 78.1901 ha 

tage1 ,. 
Proposed Rural Lot 1 12 ha 

Proposed Rural Lot 2 12 ha 

Proposed Rural Lot 3 23.4 ha 

Stage 2 
Proposed 	Boundary 
Relocated Lot 4  

0.25 ha 

Proposed 	Boundary 
Relocated Lot 5 

2.1 ha 

Version: 1, Version Date: 02/04/2015
Document Set ID: 963109

This information is provided from Waikato District Council

Print Date: 18 November 2020, 9:36 a.m.
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Proposed 	Boundary 62.1 ha 

Proposed 	Boundary 
Relocated Lot 1  

11.15 ha 

Proposed 	Boundary 
Relocated Lot 3 + Lot 1 
DPS 75867  

15ha+78.19ha 

Stage Three  
Lot 2 	amalgamated with 
Lot 1 DPS 52129 and Lot 1 
DPS 85092  

Lot 2 - 17 hec 

Lot 3 amalgamated with 
Lot 1 DPS 75867  

Lot 3 - 15 hectares 

Lot 1 11.15 hectares 
Stage four  
Amalgamate 	land 
previously held in Lot 4 
with Lot 3  

45.3 hectares 

Relocate Lot 1 DPS 89029 Lot 11.8 hectares 

INTRODUCTION 

Previously Council consented on 3 October 2000 to applications lodged by CKL Surveys Limited 
on behalf of Atkins (70 01 003) and Walker, Sullivan & Hillview Farms (70 01 007), to create three 
Rural Lots in a first stage and undertake five boundary relocations in a second stage. The two 
original applications were submitted as two separate proposals. Subsequent to a meeting between 
the Consent Manager and the Consultant Surveyor, the two separate applications were combined in 
a single proposal. 

Stage 1 was subject to section 223 and 224 (c) clearances by 31 January 2001. 

Stage 2 failed to occur. The applicant has requested an amended application relating to area and lot 
size. Previously Lot was to contain area of 62 hectares and it has now been partially retained in 
Stage 1 - Lot 2 and a smaller area, being 17 hectares is now included in Stage 3. The land area 
contained in Lots 1 and 3 is unchanged. The amalgamations with abutting titles are unchanged. A 
fresh amalgamation condition has been accepted by the DLR. Conditions 31 to 37 have been 
inserted to support Stage 3. 

Stage 4 consisting of a further boundary relocation of Lot 4 from Stage 2 being relocated from the 
Gordonton Road frontage to Piako Road frontage created the necessity for conditions 38 to 45. 
Between 30 October 2000 and 15 February 2001 it became clear that the cultural significance of Lot 
4 was highlighted by representatives from Nga Mana Toopu 0 Kikiririroa advising Council and the 
New Zealand Historic Places Trust that a pa/urapa site located within Lot 4 should be undisturbed. 
The protection of the site was pursued by Nga Mana Toopu 0 Kikiririroa seeking registration of 
Lot 5,under the provisions of the Historic Places Act 1993. 

Nga Mana Toopu 0 Kikiririroa had previously advised Council that they had no concerns with the 
original application. However on 30 October 2000 they advised Council the site was an old pa site 
and no works should be permitted. Both parties contacted the NZHPT on 30 October 2000. 13 
December 2000 enabled Nga Mana Toopu 0 Kikiririroa representatives and Council staff to meet 

Version: 1, Version Date: 02/04/2015
Document Set ID: 963109

This information is provided from Waikato District Council

Print Date: 18 November 2020, 9:36 a.m.
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3 
and outline the issues surrounding this application. Staff confirmed the appropriate 
m 	anism was to deal with the issue via the HPT Act 1993 under which an authorisation to modifr 
o 	stroy the feature would be required before any building work could occur on the site. 

A subsequent site meeting on 8 February 2001 resulted in a modified application creating Stage 4 
being lodged with Council on 15 February 2001. Written confirmation of the revised proposal was 
obtained from Nga Mana Toopu 0 Kikiririroa and Te Kotuku Whenua consultants by 20 February 
2001. The NZHPT confirmed they had no concerns with the subdivision or the earthworks required 
to construct a house on the new Lot 1. Environment Waikato will be advised of the amended 
application with regard to the effect on the amended drainage easement and obtaining access to the 
realigned drain. Part of the drain lies in land contained within the Gordonton cemetery and as such 
complete access to the drain is not possible from the new Lot 1. 

The location of the proposed dwelling and shedlancillary unit on new Lot 1 encroaches into the 12 
metre side yard under the provisions of the District Plan and the 25 metre side and rear yard setback 
under Plan Change 7. The lot abutting Lot 1 has an area of land, which exceeds 1.3 hectares, and as 
such the setback distance is 25 metres from the east and south boundaries of Lot L. The dwelling 
encroaches into the side yard with a minimum setback distance of 6 metres and the shed with a 
minimum setback distance of 16 metres from the south rear boundary. Screen planting has been 
requested where the dwelling encroaches into the side boundary. A condition relating to protection 
of koiwi tangata and archaeological remains has been included in both consents. 

The applicant has obtained the written approval of the current landowner of Lots3 and 4. 

Stage 1 contained conditions relating to Lot 4 connecting to the Southern Districts water supply, 
which runs along Gordonton Road. The revised location for the new boundary relocated lifestyle 
lot results in the site not having direct access to the existing water supply network. The previously 
paid capital contribution and connection cost is to be transferred to the new lot. The negotiations 
with Council and the applicant over connecting the site to the Southern Districts Water Supply have 
occurred outside the subdivision as to provide a water connection requires an extension to the 
existing supply network. 

Failure to supply water will result in the capital contribution being refunded to the original 
applicant. 

Council staff has advised of the conditions required for Stage 4. 

SECTION 127 - RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT 1991 

Section 127 RMA enables a holder of Resource Consent to apply to the Consent authority for a 
change of any condition of that consent. In considering an application under section 127 four 
matters require consideration: 

The reasons why the condition was imposed; 
The circumstances in which it were then seen to be appropriate; 
the change in circumstances; and 
whether the change has caused the condition to become inappropriate or unnecessary 

The introduction to this report sets out the matters considered by the applicant to justify the changes 
sought to the implementation of conditions of the subdivision consent 70 01007. 

Version: 1, Version Date: 02/04/2015
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4 
Section 127 provides two tests regarding notification of applications for changes of 
co ent conditions, these tests in section.127 (3) are not relevant as the original application was 
p 	ssed as a non notified application and the variation sought will have minor effect on adjoining 
landowners. 

RECOMMENDATION 

"That pursuant to sections 34(4), 127 and 220 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the Waikato 
District Council under delegated authority consents to change conditions of consent for subdivision 
consent 70 01 007 issued on 3 October 2000 inserting conditions 31 to 45, subject to the following 
conditions: 
(Changes are in Italics) 

The Survey Plan to give effect to this Resource Consent shall be generally in accordance 
with the approved plan by CKL Surveyors Limited plan Reference number B 1515: S4 
(Stage I) and C 1113: S2 (Stage II), copy attached, submitted for applications 70 01.003 and 
70 01007, and received by Council on 22 September 2000, and as amended by conditions of 
this consent. 

2 	The proposed covenant area 'A' shall be deleted prior to the preparation of the Survey Plan. 

3 	All necessary easements shall be granted, reserved and shown on the Survey Plan. 

STAGE I 

The following conditions relate to Stage I or are matters relevant to the whole subdivision, which 
shall be implemented prior to a certificate pursuant to section 224(c) of the Resource Management 
Act being issued for Stage I. 

ROADING 

4 	Lot 1 shall be provided with a sealed entrance, located on Gordonton Road at the northern 
boundary of Lot 1 and constructed in accordance with the Transit New Zealand drawing, 
Low Use Access Standard, Light Vehicle Crossing, to the satisfaction of Council and in 
consultation with the Regional Manager, Transit New Zealand, Hamilton. 

5 	The consent holder shall provide written confirmation from Transit New Zealand that all the 
requirements, specified in Transit New Zealand's letter reference HLOO-002-000 (LW & 
VM ATKINS) dated 14 August 2000 have been satisfied prior to the issue of the 224(c) 
certificate. 

6 	The existing dwellinghouse entrance to Lot 1, identified by Rural Address Property 
Identification number 40, on Piako Road, shall be upgraded to a sealed standard commercial 
vehicle entrance located as indicated on the approved plan, and constructed in accordance 
with Waikato District Council plan No. TSG-E2 to the satisfaction of Council. 

7 	The existing dwellinghouse entrance to Lot 2, identified by Rural Address Property 
Identification number 58, on Piako Road, shall be upgraded to a sealed standard commercial 
vehicle entrance located as indicated on the approved plan, and constructed in accordance 
with Waikato District Council plan No. TSg-E2 to the satisfaction of Council. 

Version: 1, Version Date: 02/04/2015
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8 

	

	The existing dairy entrance 2623 serving Lot 3 shall be upgraded to a sealed standard 
heavy commercial vehicle entrance located as indicated on the approved plan, and 
constructed in accordance with Waikato District Council plan No. TSG-E1 to the 
satisfaction of Council. 

9 	The barberry bushes along the fenceline between the existing dwellinghouse entrance to Lot 
2, identified by Rural Address Property Identification number 58, on Piako Road and the 
existing dairy entrance 2623, serving Lot 3, shall be removed to achieve sight distances of 
200 metres, in accordance with District Plan Section 36, Diagram Ri (copy attached), to the 
satisfaction of Council. 

10 	Two covenants shall be placed on Lot 2, to preserve the sight distance of 200 metres, from 
the entrances, identified by Rural Address Property Identification numbers 40 and 58, and 
dairy entrance 2623, in accordance with Diagram Ri (copy attached) of Section 36 of the 
District Plan. 

The consent holder shall prepare two diagrams which clearly identify the land 
required for each covenant area where vegetation and structures located on the land 
would be required to be trimmed and/or maintained to achieve sight distance of 200 
meters, in accordance with Diagram Ri (copy attached), to the satisfaction of 
Council. 

The height of any structures or vegetation within the two covenant areas, other than 
the existing seven-wire post and batten fence, shall be limited to 0.3 meters above the 
existing ground level, to the satisfaction of Council. 

Pursuant to section 221 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the existing and 
future owner(s) of Lot 2 shall be advised of the requirements of condition 10(b) by 
way of a Consent Notice. The Consent Notice shall be prepared by the Council's 
Solicitor at the applicant's expense prior to the Council signing the 224(c) 
certification. 

11 	The surface of the sealed entrances, shall be two coat chip seal, constructed with 180/200 
grade bitumen and G3 and G5 chip. The seal shall extend not less than 5 metres from the 
edge of the existing seal, or to the property boundary if that is more than 5 metres. 

UTILITY 

12 	A drainage easement shall abut the northeast boundary of the proposed Lot 1 and shall have a 
minimum width of 7 metres. This easement shall be vested in the Waikato Regional Council. 

13 	Pursuant to section 1 08(2)(a) of the Resource Management Act 1991, a capital contribution of 
$2,541.00 (Two Thousand Five Hundred and Forty One Dollars) inclusive of GST, shall be 
paid to Council toward provision of a trickle-feed water supply to Lot 1. 

14 	A separate water supply connection fitted with a manifold and backflow preventer shall be 
installed to Lot 1, to the satisfaction of Council. Such connection shall be installed by either 
Council staff or Council approved contractor. 

15 	$600.00 (Six Hundred Dollars) inclusive of GST, shall be paid to Council for connection to 
the water supply for Lot 1. 
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16 The minimum residential floor level for any habitable building on Lot 1 shall be 300 
millimetres above design flood level. The 100 year flood level has been identified by 
Waikato Regional Council, as being 24.8 metres above Moturiki Datum. 

17 	Lot 2 shall be provided with an independent potable domestic water supply to the satisfaction 
of Council. 

LEGAL 

18 Pursuant to section 221 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the existing and future 
owner(s) of Lot 1 shall be advised of the requirements of condition 16 by way of a Consent 
Notice. The Consent Notice shall be prepared by the Council's Solicitor at the applicant's 
expense prior to the Council signing the 224(c) certification. 

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

Reserve 

19 	Pursuant to section 108 of the Resource Management Act 1991, a reserve contribution of 
$1,125.00 (One Thousand One Hundred and Twenty Five Dollars), inclusive of GST, shall 
be paid to the Council in lieu of vesting land. 

Roading 

20 	Pursuant to section 108(2)(a) of the Resource Management Act 1991 a roading fee of 
$3,689.00 (Three Thousand Six Hundred and Eighty Nine Dollars), inclusive of GST, shall 
be paid to the Council. This is based on a Uniform Roading Fee of $3,689.00 (Three 
Thousand Six Hundred and Eighty Nine Dollars), inclusive of GST, for each additional lot, 
which does not contain existing dwellinghouses. Should the roading fee not be paid within 
12 months the quantum shall be adjusted annually by the Cost Construction Index. 

STAGE II 

The following conditions relate to Stage II or are matters relevant to the whole subdivision, which 
shall be implemented prior to a certificate pursuant to section 224(c) of the Resource Management 
Act being issued for Stage II. 

AMALGAMATION CONDITION 

21 	That Lot 3 hereon shall be transferred to the owner of Lot 1 DPS 75867 (CT 5913/400) and 
that one Certificate of Title be issued to include both parcels. 
See 13616868.1 

ROADING 

22 	Lot 1 shall be provided with a sealed entrance, located north of its current position to 
achieve 210 metres of visibility in both directions, and constructed in accordance with the 
Transit New Zealand drawing, Low Use Access Standard, Heavy Vehicle Crossing, to the 
satisfaction of Council and in consultation with the Regional Manager, Transit New 
Zealand, Hamilton. 

23 	The existing entrance to Lot 1 shall be permanently closed to vehicular traffic. The existing 
entrance shall be permanently fenced and the highway drainage reinstated to the satisfaction 
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7 
of Council and in consultation with the Regional State Highway Manager, Transit New 

10 
Zealand, Hamilton. 

24 	The consent holder shall provide written confirmation from Transit New Zealand that all the 
requirements, specified in Transit New Zealand's letter reference HLOO-002-000 (ATK[NS, 
WALKER & HILLVIEW FARMS) dated 14 August 2000 have been satisfied prior to the 
issue of the 224(c) certificate. 

25 	The existing dairy entrance to the site legally described as Lot 1 DPS 75867, identified by 
Rural Address Property Identification number 63, on Taylor Road, shall be upgraded to a 
sealed standard heavy commercial vehicle entrance located and constructed in accordance 
with Waikato District Council plan No. TSG-El to the satisfaction of Council. 

26 	The surface of the sealed entrances, shall be two coat chip seal, constructed with 180/200- 
grade bitumen and G3 and G5 chip. The seal shall extend not less than 5 metres from the 
edge of the existing seal, or to the property boundary if that is more than 5 metres. 

27 	Two covenants shall be placed on Lot 2, to preserve the sight distance of 200 metres, from 
the entrances, identified by Rural Address Property Identification numbers 40 and 58, and 
dairy entrance 2623, in accordance with Diagram Ri (copy attached) of Section 36 of the 
District Plan. 

The consent holder shall prepare two diagrams which clearly identify the land 
required for each covenant area where vegetation and structures located on the land 
would be required to be trimmed and/or maintained to achieve sight distance of 200 
meters, in accordance with Diagram Ri (copy attached), to the satisfaction of 
Council. 

The height of any structures or vegetation within the two covenant areas, other than 
the existing seven-wire post and batten fence, shall be limited to 0.3 meters above the 
existing ground level, to the satisfaction of Council. 

Pursuant to section 221 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the existing and future 
owner(s) of Lot 2 shall be advised of the requirements of condition 27(b) by way of a Consent 
Notice. The Council's solicitor at the applicant's expense prior to the Council signing the 
224(c) certification shall prepare the Consent Notice. 

UTILITY 

28 	The effluent fields for all dwellinghouses shall be located and if necessary relocated to 
ensure that each dwellinghouse has an independent effluent disposal system located at least 
1.5 metres within the boundaries of their respective Lots. To ensure compliance with this 
condition a 1:200 plan of the effluent field shall be submitted to Council to the satisfaction 
of Council. 

LEGAL 

29 	The minimum residential floor level for any habitable building on Lot 5 shall be 300 
millimetres above design flood level. The 100 year flood level has been identified by 
Waikato Regional Council, as being 24.8 metres above Moturiki Datum. 

30 	Pursuant to section 221 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the existing and future 
owner(s) of Lot 5 shall be advised of the requirements of condition 29 by way of a Consent 
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Notice. The Council's solicitor at the applicant's expense prior to the Council signing 
the 224(c) certification shall prepare the Consent Notice. 

STAGE HI 

The following conditions relate to Stage III or are matters relevant to the whole subdivision, which 
shall be implemented prior to a certificate pursuant to section 224(c) of the Resource Management 
Act being issued for Stage III 

31 	The Survey Plan to give effect to this Resource Consent shall be generally in accordance with 
the approved plan prepared by CKL Surveyors Limited plan Reference number B1515: S3 
copy attached, submitted for applications 70 01 007, and received by Council on 22 
December 2000, and as amended by conditions of this consent. 

AMALGAMATION CONDITION 

32 	(a) That Lot 3 hereon shall be transferred to the owner of Lot 1 DPS 75867 (CT 59B/400) 
and that one Certificate of Title be issued to include both parcels. 
See B641931.1 

(b) 	That Lot 2 hereon be transferred to the owner of Lot] DPS 52129 & Lot] DPS 85092 
(CT 67C/87) and that one certificate of Title be issued to include both parcels. 
See B64193].1 

ROADING 

33 	Lot 1 shall be provided with a sealed entrance, located north of its current position to 
achieve 210 metres of visibility in both directions, and constructed in accordance with the 
Transit New Zealand drawing, Low Use Access Standard, Heavy Vehicle Crossing, to the 
satisfaction of Council and in consultation with the Regional Manager, Transit New 
Zealand, Hamilton. 

34 	The existing entrance to Lot 1 shall be permanently closed to vehicular traffic. The existing 
entrance shall be permanently fenced and the highway drainage reinstated to the 
satisfaction of Council and in consultation with the Regional State Highway Manager, 
Transit New Zealand, Hamilton. 

35 	The consent holder shall provide written confirmation from Transit New Zealand that all the 
requirements, specfIed in Transit New Zealand's letter reference HLOO-002-000 (ATKINS, 
WALKER & HILL VIEW FARMS) dated 14 August 2000 have been satisfied prior to the 
issue of the 224(c) certificate. 

36 	The existing dairy entrance to the site legally described as Lot 1 DPS 75867, identfIed by 
Rural Address Property Ident/Ication number 63, on Taylor Road, shall be upgraded to a 
sealed standard heavy commercial vehicle entrance located and constructed in accordance 
with Waikato District Council plan No. TSG-E1 to the satisfaction of Council. 

37 	The surface of the sealed entrances, shall be two coat chip seal, constructed with 180/200 
grade bitumen and G3 and G5 chip. The seal shall extend not less than 5 metres from the 
edge of the existing seal, or to the property boundary if that is more than 5 metres. 

STAGE IV 
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The following conditions relate to Stage IV or are matters relevant to the whole subdivision, 

A h shall be implemented prior to a certUicate pursuant to section 224(c) of the Resource 
bugement Act being issued for Stage IV 

38 	The Survey Plan to give effect to this Resource Consent shall be generally in accordance with 
the approved plan by CKL Surveyors Limited plan Reference number B1515. S4, copy 
attached, submitted for application 70 01007, and received by Council on 15 February 2001, 
and as amended by conditions of this consent. 

39 	That Lots 3 & 4 hereon shall be held in the same Certflcate of Title. 
See B646589.1 

40 	The minimum residential floor level for any habitable building on Lot 1 shall be 300 
millimetres above design flood level. The 100 year flood level has been identfIed by Waikato 
Regional Council, as being 24.8 metres above Moturiki Datum. 

41 	Pursuant to section 221 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the existing and future 
owner(s) of Lot 1 shall be advised of the requirements of condition 40 by way of a Consent 
Notice. The Council's solicitor at the applicant's expense prior to the Council signing the 
section 224(c) certification shall prepare the Consent Notice. 

42 	Lot 1 shall be provided with a sealed standard residential vehicle entrance located 20 metres 
north east of the existing entrance, as indicated on the approved plan, and constructed in 
accordance with WDC plan No. TSG-E3, to the satisfaction of Council. 

43 	The surface of the sealed entrances shall be two coat chip seal, constructed with 180/200- 
grade bitumen and G3 and G5 chip. The seal shall extend not less than 5 metres from the 
edge of the existing seal, or to the property boundary if that is more than 5 metres. 

44 	That drainage easements 'C' and 'D' be duly granted and reserved in gross in favour of the 
Waikato Regional Council and shown on the survey plan. 

45 	The consent holder shall ensure that those undertaking earthworks on the subject site are 
instructed that should any human remains or archaeological items be exposed that activity in 
that area is to cease immediately and the Police, New Zealand Historic Places Trust and 
kaumatua representing the local iwi shall be contacted. Work can recommence in the 
affected area when any necessary statutory authorisations or consents have been obtained. 

Advisory Note: 

When Building Consents are applied for the following matters will need to be addressed in any 
application: 

For some building sites a Registered Engineer may be required to confirm that ground 
conditions are suitable for building. 

For some sites a registered engineer may be required to design a suitable effluent disposal 
system. 

The cost of providing water supply connections to Lot 1 is additional to capital contributions 
referred to in Condition 13 of this consent. 
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10 
Appropriate Building Consents shall be obtained from Council prior to undertaking any 
works required in fulfilling the requirements of condition 28. 

In order to ensure compliance with condition 28 a plan showing the exact location of the 
effluent field at a scale of 1:200 should be provided to Council at engineering clearance stage. 

vi Prior to undertaking any physical works on Gordonton Road (Stage Highway 113) Transit 
New Zealand require the following Network Consultant to be contacted: 

Opus International Consultants 
Private Bag 3057 
Minolta House 
Princess Street 
Hamilton 

Attn Mr Tony Bonetti 
Tel 07 838 9344 

vii 	The consent holder shall ensure that those undertaking earthworks on the subject site are 
instructed that should any human remains or archaeological items be exposed that activity in 
that area is to cease immediately and the Police, New Zealand Historic Places Trust and 
kaumatua representing the local iwi shall be contacted. Work can recommence in the 
affected area when any necessary statutory authorisations or consents have been obtained. 

Land Use Consent 
That pursuant to sections 34(4), 105(1)(b) and 108 of the Resource Management Act 1991, the 
Waikato District Council, under delegated authority, grants land use consent for dwelling house, as 
a discretionary activity under the Waikato District Plan to encroach 6 metres into the 12 metre side 
yard and a proposed shed/ancillary unit, as a discretionary activity under Plan Change 7 to encroach 
19 metres into the 25 metre side yard and 9 metres into the 25 metre rear yard, on a site legally 
described as proposed Lot 1, being created from the boundary relocation of Lot 1 DPS 86878 
comprised in Certificate of Title 70C/676, and Lot 3 1 DPS 86878 comprised in Certificate of Title 
70C/678, South Auckland Land Registry, subject to the following condition: 

The development shall be sited generally in accordance with the plan submitted by the 
consent holder on 22 February 2001. 

2 	The minimum residential floor level for any habitable building on Lot 1 shall be 300 
millimetres above design flood level. The 100 year flood level has been identified by 
Waikato Regional Council, as being 24.8 metres above Moturiki Datum. 

The maximum height for any building(s) on Lot 1 shall be limited to 7.5 metres. 

Advisory Note 
Height is defined in section 4 of the District Plan as follows: 

"In relation to a building means the vertical distance between actual ground level and the 
highest part of the building (but excluding aerials) above the point being measured. For the 
purpose of this definition, "actual ground level" means the level of the ground after 
completion of all subdivisional earthworks and before commencement of any earthworks for 
development of the site." 
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11 
4 	The consent holder will provide screening planting, to a minimum width of 1.5 metres 

from the boundary with Lot 4, along the north east boundary of where the proposed dwelling 
house encroaches into the twenty five metre side yard. The consent holder shall have 
completed the screen planting by 1 October 2001. The consent holder shall maintain the 
screen planting to the satisfaction of Council. 

5 	The consent holder shall ensure that those undertaking earthworks on the subject site are 
instructed that should any human remains or archaeological items be exposed that activity in 
that area is to cease immediately and the Police, New Zealand Historic Places Trust and 
kaumatua representing the local iwi shall be contacted. Work can recommence in the affected 
area when any necessary statutory authorisations or consents have been obtained. 

The reasons for this decision are: 

a) 	Having regard to section 104(1 )(a) of the Act, the actual and potential adverse effects on the 
environment of granting consent to subdivide will be able to be avoided, remedied, or 
mitigated by the imposition of the above conditions. 

It is considered that the potential adverse effects on the environment of granting consent 
would be no more than minor, therefore the application was dealt with under delegated 
authority without notification. 

The inclusion of Stage 4 was necessitated by the disclosure by local tangata whenua of 
information not previously disclosed during the earlier consent process that Lot 5 was 
culturally significant and registration of the site with the New Zealand Historic Places Trust 
had commenced in late 2000 and the applicant's desire to be able to find a development area 
on the parent farm which could be developed as a lifestyle lot. 

............... 

Alistair Muirhead 
DEVELOPMENTPLANNER 

to Delegated Authority 

r 27February200l 
Mark Buttimore 	 Date 
ACTING POLICY AND PLANNING SERVICES GROUP MANAGER 
Planner/alistair/subdiv/change/bright70 01 007127 
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TE KOTUKU WRENUA CONSULTANTS 
O Box 14081 KrkIriroa / ftaniilton 

Phone (07) 855 26$ - Fax (07) 8512628 Mobile (025) 916684 
email 

CKL Surveya Ld, 
P0 Box 171, 
Kirildriroa / Hamilton 

Attflion; (iiry Warner 

• 
Tona 	 ____..-...'.. 

Re; Further 
	 ja  
 informtioa in repet of a Tangta Whenue AsU.SSMAt uf En omentai ffcctc: 

Cue i(h)() Fourih Schcdutt Resure Management Act 1*91 
AppUcstioQ by LW & VM Atkins for a subdivision, 1oeted at iordRton & Piako Read, 

;dton 

We would like to confirm our support fr the proposed changes as dthiled in 
the fax dated 15 February 2001. 

Whilst there is a riced to protect natural and histork featu.res, this should 
however not limit the capabilities of development from happening as there are 
rncthods and options that can be rernedid and or rntigzttcd that has the poteruial to 
enhance the cu.rTent state of natural and historic featurcs. 

Furthermore, we rcgret the delays eau5vd in progressing their resource coi.isent 
application and hope that your appiiction can further proceed wnhout any I't.rthr 
delays. 

Na, 

1&ee V Pene 
thrector 

BE: :j T 	TBO/BI 

CO 	 SAAflS LJ cE:B 	 :3 ii 
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P0 Box $216 Pitmilton 
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pvkm  021.158-157 Osk Burns 021987 915. 
E-m.U: nmtokPsrst.flCt.flt 

Date rmbruary 19 2001 	 OurRef35l 

ToMr A1I,1.tMuitheld 
Senior DistrW Ptvme' 
Waikato Dtnt Co@notL 
Privue Bag $44 
01111.0 Street 
Npru&WLMi 

It is hereby sdvIad a. a reiult of the m"ing held on the propey DfW & Mrs 
Bright Gordonton Roid Febnery 9th 2001 the following 	tL$titr were 

1. It it Lgtsed that Mr & My& Bright would relocate to J't*kQ ft4 ..ke to OW ia.lity 

of KarJIIL 121$ in Lot) as i anciartt b4xnI rund and its 11I0C1 	C*tIOI tO 

tba tanglia wheia of the GordoitOn DIitIiC2 the NP110 Wairere In iceordwac 
wiLh the provisions of the ItitiG p1cu Trust Act 1993. 

it ii *ed diit th rights Caft 	o the allotrneifl as iad'iitnfid In CKVS 

rdnied plan &XWand eubmitted to this cnftloe by Mt 05Ty warner on FebtWy 

)5. 2001. 

3. 	it Is greed by the firiht; I the eanlOr 	inatua of fluii MWOC that the site 

wuId he bleewi in &=Vdtricr to inc lent ritu&ls given the events of the past 300 

yesri on the pc'operty as a tukn of good will wth the new lsndowiier 

4 	As pars of theoditiotti of cotaent when earthworks are canid oi.it, 5tLouI any 

Iwrnan tsmaini 
of artects become evident contact milst be eet&Uehec1 with Mr 

WivnU Puke ot' Np Mana Topu 0 Kinildnroa. 

S. This letter is h.rey forwarded witlie }{Iswric Placet Trust and the WkEO 

Di.trlot Council a e'ldnnce of the above conlithM1. 

We tiereby declare that we hse IW eonc*tfli with the epplicanta being Mr & Mrs 
Bright tàv*&lng to Pisko Roid in agreenicut with Mr & Mr* Mkls and Np Mana 

ToopuO KiTMATes,  

Kieor 

Wiramu Puke 
&h"pVhjo Researchtr 
Nge MauL Toopu 0 Kirikiflr5 
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POGE:O1 

,rcr 	Alister Muirhead, Waikato 	FAx; 	07 824 8091 
District Council 

FROM: 	Antoine Coffin 	 DATE: 	21 Fchruaiy, 2001. 

Heritage adviser 

CC: 	 PAGE1OF I 

Suujicr: 	Subdivision - Corner Gordon ton & Paiko Roads 

iI, 	informahoii :)i,Iajied a this Iacsirnde n1essae iq intended only kr the ddree 	ned ahove. II you tire iol the 
ripient, ante that any :IcI.ure, plintoccipying, dbtributftmn or use at this ncagc is prutmibi ted. II ynu have 

i',tviJ this JO<LIfliCflt iri errin kae immediately nobly us Ly telephcmne (call coll.xt to thy 'r.'fl and numbur ahovo) and 

dtruy tho .rimiml message.I hank you. 

MESSAGE: 

Further to our meeting held on site at Gordonton Road on 9 February, 2001., the NZ 
I listoric Places Trust confirms its support for the construction of a dwelling and 
associated earthworks with appropriate conditions on the land described as Lot 1 
DPS 86878, corner or Piako and Gordonton Roads. 

The Trust supports the inclusion of a standard condition relating to the provisions of 
the Historic Places Act 1993. 1 have included a standard provision below that we use. 

If any archaeological retiains, koiwi tangata (human remains) and/or sites of interest to Maori are 
identified du ring construction, no further modification of those remains or sites shall Occur Llrtt(l 
langata whenua (as appropriate) and, the Historic Places Trust have been notified, and an appropriate 
response advised. Any taonga or recognised Maori mato:rial culture remains encountered shall be 
cared for and retained ui Law if appropriate with tangata whenua, and in accordance with accepted 
conserva lion practice. 

Antoipe Coffin 
Herittge adviser 

Antoine Coffin - Heritage Advisor 
Northern Regional Office P0 Box 105 291 Auckland 1030 

Premier Building 2 Durham Street East, A uckland 
Telephone (649) 307 5923 or (64 9) 307 8896 Facsimile (64 9) 303 4428 
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THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS 2003 
 

Form 6 
 

Further Submission in opposition to a submission on notified proposed 
District Plan Review 

 
 TO, The Waikato District Council 
 
Name of Person making the submission:   
Dr Bryan Bang., on Behalf of the Waikato Diocesan Trust Board 
 
I am: the Acting Property Manage for the Anglican Diocesan Trust Board 
 
I Oppose the submission of Rurahia Cila Henry (812.1) relating to the land in 
CT650/300 being Allotment 277, Parish of Komakorau SO 27276. 
 
The Particular parts of the submission I oppose are:  the submission as it 
relates to the property known as St Mary’s Church, Gordonton. 
 
The reasons for my opposition are:  That the land owned by the Waikato 
Diocesan Trust Board is apparently not wahi tapu according to elders at the local 
Marae, and, in any case, is in part, a dedicated cemetery.   
 
I seek to have that part of the submission of the submission relating to St Mary’s 
Church disallowed; or in the alternative, if the Council decides to allow the 
submission then I submit that if the definition of “earthworks” could be 
construed to include the digging of graves, then this activity be exempted on the 
basis that the requirement for a resource consent would mean in practise that no 
funerals could take place because of the time involved in obtaining such consent. 
 
I wish to be heard in support of this submission. 
 
If others make a similar submission I would be prepared to present a joint case 
with them. 
 
Person making the submission 
(Dr) Bryan Bang 
November 4th 2020 
 
bryanbang@xtra.co.nz 
Phone: 07 8541282 
 
6 Harrowfield Drive 
HAMILTON 3210 
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Darcel Rickard 
Chair – Te Kopua 2B3 Incorporation  
86 Riria Kereopa Memorial Drive 
Raglan, 3297 
Date: 4th March 2021 

 
The Hearing Panel C/O Will Gauntlett  
Waikato District Council  
11 Galileo Street 
Ngaruawahia 3720 
 

Tēnā tatou katoa  
 
I write to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 21 October 2020. 
 
Te Kopua 2B3 Incorporation supports the submission from Te Whaanga 2B3B2 & 2B1 Ahu 
Whenua Trust and is in line with our submission to support the Maaori sites of significance in 
the proposed District plan as per the corresponding attachment within this email.  
 
If you have any further question, please feel free to contact me.  

 

Nga mihi nui 
 
Darcel Rickard  
Chair - Te Kopua 2B3 Incorporation   
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TO THE HEARINGS PANEL OF THE WAIKATO DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
 

IN THE MATTER of Hearing Submissions and 
Further Submissions on the 
Proposed Waikato District Plan 
(Stage 1) 
 

 

AND 
 
 

IN THE MATTER of the Proposed Waikato District 
Plan – Hearing 20 Maaori Sites 
and Areas of Significance 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

WRITTEN STATEMENT: PERJULI DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED  
Hearing 20 Maaori Sites and Areas of Significance 

DATED 6th DAY OF November 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Written Statement of Perjuli Developments Limited: 06 November 2020 
 

Introduction 

1. This submission is made by Perjuli Developments Limited (Perjuli) in response to the 
direction issued by the Waikato Proposed District Plan Hearings Panel (dated 28 August 
2020) – and is in regard to Hearing 20 Maaori Sites and Areas of Significance (MSOS).  
 

2. Perjuli acknowledges the opportunity to make this submission. 

Background 

3. Perjuli is the registered owner of the property located at 5851 Great South Road, 
Ngāruawāhia, and has been identified by the Hearings Panel as an affected landowner in 
relation to a proposed MSOS policy overlay.  The MSOS was not previously indicated 
within the Notified Proposed Waikato District Plan (PDP).  

4. The Panel directions of 28 August 2020 (“Directions”) stated at 5(b) that Council should 
write to relevant landowners (including Perjuli) and: 

i. Inform them that a submission on the proposed plan has stated that their land contains 
a Maori Site or Area of Significance (as the case may be) and have requested that this 
be identified as such in the Waikato District Plan;  

ii. Provide sufficient detail about the relevant Maori Site or Area of Significance so that 
the landowner can understand what has been requested, why it has been requested 
and what consequences it would have for their use of that land;  

iii. Advise the landowner that the Panel wishes to obtain their views before making any 
decision on whether or not to accept the submission and/or further submission; and  

iv. Invite the landowner to provide a written statement setting out their views.  

 
5. Council wrote to Perjuli on 19 October 2020 and advised Perjuli that they would need to 

make a submission on or before 6 November 2020 on the above matters.  This submission 
therefore addresses several issues: 

 
a. The first issue, as per para 5(iii) of the Directions, is whether the Panel should accept the 

late submission from Ngati Tamainupo.  Perjuli submits that the Panel should not receive 
this late submission. 

 
b. The second issue is whether the Panel should accept the Council Planner’s 

recommendation, as per the section 42A Report, that the property at 5851 Great South 
Road, Ngāruawāhia, be included as a Maaori Site of Significance (MSOS) in the PDP.  
Perjuli submits that the Panel should not accept this site as a MSOS and has significant 
concerns about the proposal to this effect in Council’s section 42A report. 

Late Submission 

6. The position of Council and Ngati Tamainupo appears to be that the late submission should 
be accepted.  It can be assumed that Ngati Tamainupo, as a late submitter, wishes for its 
submission to be heard.  Council’s position on the issue is more curious. 

 
7. The section 42A Report seems to take the view that the late submission should be accepted, 

referring to it as a ‘further submission’ and not addressing its lateness. 
 

8. In addition, Council’s memorandum of 19 August 2020 does not address issues relating to 
late submissions, seeming to assume that such a late submission should be accepted.   



 
 

Written Statement of Perjuli Developments Limited: 06 November 2020 
 

 
9. Council’s legal submissions suggests at paragraph 3 that Council is under no obligation to 

advise landowners of submissions affecting their land and suggest that landowners should 
have become aware themselves (paragraphs 9 – 10).   

 
10. Paragraph 10 expressly states that Council has chosen not to notify landowners.  

 
11. Perjuli submits that if it is case that a late submission of this nature was to be extended, with 

the result that late submitters would get an extension of time, then Council was required by 
sections 37 and 37A of the RMA, and particularly section 37A(6), to notify Perjuli as a party 
‘directly affected’ by an extension of time.   
 

12. Perjuli is concerned that Council formed the view that they (and other parties) did not need 
to be notified, as per paragraph 10 of Council’s legal submissions.  Perjuli’s view is that it 
should have been notified.  As identified below, failing to notify Perjuli has had the important 
impact of the section 42A report being prepared without any recognition of Perjuli’s position 
or submissions. 
 

13. Notwithstanding that Council apparently believed it was not under any obligation to notify 
affected landowners, Council seems to have reached the conclusion that landowners should 
be allowed to be heard, but not present expert or technical evidence (paragraph 16 of 
Council’s legal submissions).   
 

14. Perjuli is concerned that Council’s view is that its rights as submitter should be limited, and 
submits they should not be limited in this way.  Perjuli should be entitled to call expert and/or 
technical evidence, and this evidence should be permitted to address a number of topics as 
outlined below. 
 

15. Perjuli is also concerned that Council seems to believe its communications with landowners 
have been satisfactory, as per paragraphs 19-24 of the legal submission.  Council seems to 
believe that status as a further submitter was sufficient, as per paragraph 28 of the legal 
submissions.  Perjuli is concerned that it has taken significant efforts to get to the point of 
being heard on this matter, and that Council does not seem inclined to support landowners 
being heard, despite Perjuli’s land being adversely affected by these proposals.  In addition, 
at no point has Council properly addressed its willingness to hear late submissions. 
 

16. Perjuli acknowledges that the Hearings Panel has a discretion to hear late submissions, but 
is concerned that it has not become aware of the late submission directly affecting its land 
because of Council taking proactive steps to notify Perjuli, but rather through specific 
circumstances as follows: 

 
a. Perjuli became aware of the MSOS policy overlay submission affecting the 

property by chance on 6 July 2020 through accessing Council’s ‘submission 
layer’ on the PDP GIS Mapping software (updated in May 2020). 
 

b. Upon raising the perceived ‘ambushing’ effect of Submission 962.1 with 
Council, Perjuli was advised that as Perjuli did not provide a further submission 
in opposition to the submission there was no ability to be formally involved in 
the Hearing 20 process (email dated 9 July 2020 from Carolyn Wratt). 

 
c. As the MSOS overlay was not indicated in the Notified PDP, Perjuli was not 
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actively monitoring the property in respect of submissions – and consequently 
a further submission in opposition to Submission 962.1 was not lodged.   

 
d. This reflects that Council did not take proactive steps to advise Perjuli of 

Submission 962.1, nor its lateness, but rather that Council seems to have taken 
the view that there was no obligation for Council to communicate with Perjuli 
on this matter. 

 
e. Upon becoming aware of the effect the submission could have on its property, 

Perjuli obtained a copy of Submission 962 through Council’s online submission 
database and notes that the submission’s stamped date of receipt was 19 
October 2018 – this being ten (10) days after submissions closed. 

 
f. As noted above, in accepting a late submission (that is, in allowing an extension 

of the submission timeframe) Council was obliged to serve notice to any person 
directly affected by the time extension under sections 37 and 37A of the RMA 
(especially section 37A(6)).  The late submission was not directly notified to the 
landowner, and as noted above, Council has not addressed its lateness, simply 
accepting it.   

 

17. Perjuli wishes to advise the hearing Panel that whilst Perjuli did not provide a further 
submission under Schedule 1 of the RMA opposing Submission Point 961.1, if Council had 
directly notified the landowner at the time of receiving the late submission in accordance 
with section 37A(6) then a more comprehensive further submission opposing Submission 
962.1 would have been lodged. 

The Submission 

18. The Ngati Tamainupo submission, which was lodged late and is date stamped 19 October 
2018, states that Ngati Tamainupo seeks the preservation of some of the borrow pits on 
this and other sites 
 

19. This can be interpreted as meaning that Ngati Tamainupo acknowledges there may be other 
borrow pits in the area.  For reasons outlined below, Perjuli wishes to highlight this point, 
as it suggests that Perjuli’s property is being singled out from others, and that a broader 
strategic assessment of all borrow pits in the area, as proposed by Dr Kahotea in his report, 
is necessary before MSOS status is confirmed at this property. 

 
20. It is also important to note that the submission refers to protection of ‘some’ of the borrow 

pits.  That is not a reference and cannot be read to mean that all borrow pits should be 
protected, though that seems to be the interpretation taken in the section 42A report.  
Further comments on the section 42A report are made below. 

 
21. The Ngaati Tamainupo submission is light on specific relief, and it seems this has only been 

fleshed out in the section 42A report and subsequent hearing presentations on which 
Perjuli has only now had a proper opportunity to submit. 

Concerns at Conflict of Interest and Section 42A Report 

22. As noted above, a particular concern of Perjuli is that Council seems to have taken the view 
that Perjuli did not need to be notified of the further (and late) submission, nor that Perjuli 
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necessarily had a right to be heard.  Perjuli has concerns that this indicates a bias on the part 
of Council against Perjuli. 
 

23. Perjuli also has concerns about the section 42A report and submits this is a partial and biased 
document that should be disregarded by the Hearings Panel. 

 
24. The Council planner who wrote the section 42A report notes at paragraph 9 (page 7) that 

she has hapuu connections to Ngaati Tamainupo – the submitter with an interest in Perjuli’s 
land.  This reflects a conflict of interest in respect of that submission. 

 
25. This connection appears to lead the Council planner who wrote the section 42A report into 

a quasi-advocacy role.  To provide some examples of these concerns 
 

a. It is stated at para 15 that MSOS identification is primarily concerned with ‘historical 
significance’. 

b. It is stated that the scheduling of a site as a MSOS ‘does not afford access to private 
property’.  However, information attached to the Submission and available on Council’s 
website refers to the Ngati Tamaingupo protest, which involves hapuu members 
accessing private property (albeit in an unlawful manner). 

c. It is stated that the writer disagrees with Heritage NZ’s assessment that MSOS should 
be ground tested, and that the appropriate time to identify how to address a site of 
significance is at the time of earthworks being required (para 44).  This ignores that a 
site such as Perjuli’s is already zoned residential, and would have an impact on the 
development of its land. 

d. It is stated at para 46 that identifying paa sites is insufficient, as this marginalises the 
space that a hapuu occupies.  This implies an expansive view of MSOS, of ‘vast gardens’ 
and ‘activities of village life’.  As will be shown below, this approach could have an 
impact on development throughout Ngāruawāhia. 

e. It is stated at paragraph 90 that the borrow pits are ‘deemed MSOS and of high cultural 
value to Ngaati Tamaingupo and Ngāruawāhia history’ (emphasis added).  This seems 
to be an acceptance of the Submission, rather than any analysis of it.  Perjuli’s view is 
that it is not for the section 42A writer to decide what is and is not a MSOS. 

f. The section 42A report notes that the evidence of Dr Kahotea recommends that there 
be a comprehensive review of the remaining Waikato Horticultural Complex (paragraph 
92). 

g. However, the writer goes far beyond this to recommend that remaining borrow pits be 
added to planning maps as a MSOS (paragraph 93).  It is worth noting that this 
recommendation is not based on the evidence of Dr Kahotea, nor on any consideration 
of Perjuli’s submissions.  Rather, it is simply based on the views of the writer, apparently 
adopting Ngaati Tamainupo’s views. 

h. The limitations of the section 42A report are also apparent from paragraph 94, which 
says: 
I. That the borrow pits on the site: ‘are the last evidence of the cultural landscape 

of Maaori horticultural gardens associated with that Pukeiaahua Paa site’.   
II. As will be noted below, this is a flawed position.  The  section 42A report contains 

a number of lidar images  showing significant clustering of borrow pits on land 
immediately abutting the Pukeahua Paa site (to the south), as well as an extensive 
network of remanent borrow pits preserved in perpetuity within the 
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Ngāruawāhia Golf Course.  These clusters are less spatially constrained to the 
land occupied by the Pa and are easily observable and accessible from the Pa as 
well as being accessible to the wider public (eg, via Ngāruawāhia Golf Course). 

III. This paragraph 94 also suggests that the borrow pits are or were food pits.  They 
are not: as Dr Kahotea’s report notes on page 82, they are concerned with 
quarries to access alluvial soils and gravels, not food preparation or storage1.   

 
26. Perjuli does not agree with the comments at paragraph 94 and submits that these are 

emotive and incorrect. 
 

27. In addition: 
a) Paragraph 136 suggests that all relief that has been sought in relation to MSOS 

is site-specific.  This can be seen to be because MSOS are genuinely only an issue 
where specific sites are affected, as is the case here. 

b) The comments at paragraph 140 of the section 42A report, which suggest that 
MSOS status will reduce costs for landowners, are unsupported and in Perjuli’s 
view unjustifiable, when MSOS status could well affect further development of 
its site. 

c) Interestingly, at paragraph 151 the planner acknowledges a different 
methodology for another site, focused on paa sites, and in favour of Dr Kahotea’s 
methodology (in each case in contrast to the writer’s views at paragraph 46 and 
paragraph 93). 

 
28. Unfortunately, it appears that Council does not wish for Perjuli to present expert or 

technical evidence to contest the failings of the Submission, the section 42A report, or 
Council’s own submissions.  Perjuli is concerned that the section 42A report takes an 
approach that is more like advocacy than expert evidence, particularly at those points 
noted above.  Perjuli notes the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in the Environment 
Court Practice Note 2014 , especially clause 7.2(b). 
 

29. Perjuli has been unduly prejudiced by the section 42A report taking an advocacy role in 
favour of one of the submitters, without Perjuli being able to make a submission and 
without the section 42A report considering Perjuli’s position.  The comments on Riverglade 
at paragraph 151 of the section 42A Report highlight that if Perjuli had been able to make 
a submission that could be considered in the section 42A Report, then the comments in the 
report may well have been different and more balanced. 

 
30. Perjuli submits that the section 42A report in its current form should be disregarded entirely 

 

Plan Change  

31. Perjuli purchased the property following the land being rezoned from Rural to New 
Residential under Plan Change 17 (PC17): Ngāruawāhia and Surrounding Villages. 
  

32. Between 2013 and 2016, PC17 the property progressed through an appropriate RMA 
Schedule 1 process which involved significant input from the local community and 
interested parties whereby robust consideration to housing demand, infrastructure 

 
1 Technical Report Section 42A Hearing Maori Sites of Significance: Dr Des Tatana Kahotea June 2020 
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upgrading, transportation and cultural effects were subject to section 32 RMA analysis and 
tested through a full public notification process, where all parties had an ability to be heard. 

 
33. PC17 become operative in 2017, reflecting the public desire to extend the residential zone 

of Ngāruawāhia to the south, a desire that was given effect to from a robust planning 
perspective.  Council was comfortable with this position. 

 
34. The section 42A report for PC17 records no specific concerns in respect of borrow pits in 

the area, whether by Ngati Tamainupo or otherwise.  It is therefore unclear to Perjuli as to 
why the subject site, which contains substantially modified borrow pits, has now attracted 
specific cultural interest from both the 962 submitter and from Council’s Planner in the 
section 42A report. 

 
35. Had these specific cultural significance concerns been expressed under the PC17 process 

and been reflected in the property’s zoning, then Perjuli may not have purchased the 
property.  Since its purchase Perjuli has heavily invested in the property as a component of 
the greater River Terraces residential development project.   

 
36. Significant prejudice will accrue to Perjuli if the subject site is declared a MSOS as the 

Council section 42A report writer wishes, as the land will no longer be able to be used for 
residential development in the same way.  This is particularly the case if the MSOS is 
declared without the overall strategic assessment described in Dr Kahotea’s report. 

 
37. It is also pertinent to note that in April 2020, Perjuli was granted a Land Use Consent 

(LUC0350/20) for residential land use preparatory earthworks within the property at 5851 
Great South Road by Council; and furthermore, that this LUC was issued with a consent 
condition that the appropriate Archaeological Authority was obtained (pursuant under the 
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014) before any works occurred in relation to 
registered archaeological sites.  

 
38. This authority was obtained by Perjuli on 25 March 2020 (AUTHORITY NO: 2020/519), 

highlighting that Heritage New Zealand has no concerns about the historical significance of 
the borrow pits – and as the section 42A Report notes at paragraph 15, it is the historical 
significance with which MSOS is concerned. 

 
39. Perjuli submits that the borrow pits should not be considered a MSOS because of this 

prejudice. 

Precedent Effect and Plan Integrity 

40. Perjuli submits that the subject borrow pits are heavily modified, damaged, and sit within 
private land that has only recently been zoned for residential land use, pursuant to a fully 
publicly notified process.  Heritage NZ has assessed that the borrow pits do not have 
archaeological significance.   
 

41. Further, Perjuli is concerned at Council’s position that Perjuli should not necessarily have 
been notified, and the partiality, inconsistent and ad hoc approach taken of the section 42A 
report prepared by Council’s planner. 

 
42. Perjuli submits that to assign MSOS status to these borrow pits would have alarming 

precedent effects and an impact on the integrity of the entire PDP.  These concerns are not 
just for Perjuli, and not just the development community, but also the broader community 
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as a whole.   
 

43. To assign MSOS status to the borrow pits based on Submission 962.1 would lack robustness, 
consistency, and would have concerning precedent effects.  As the piece of land has been 
strategically considered through PC17, a more balanced approach to environmental and 
urban growth pressures than is contained in the Submission and the section 42A report is 
necessary.  Council has invested in infrastructure and other ingredients that are needed for 
land to be available for housing, and the planning framework should continue on this basis. 

Other Borrow Pits 

 
44. In a physical sense, when viewing the lidar imagery in the section 42A report in regard to 

the clustering of identified borrow pits, a large number of such features are located in closer 
proximity to the Pukeahua Paa site (and so are more readily preserved in through the 
current rural and reserve land zoning).  Perjuli submits that there is nothing unique or 
significant about its site.  The comments at paragraph 94 of the section 42A report that this 
is the last evidence of its kind is incorrect. 
 

45. It is uncertain as to why the modified and disturbed borrow pits that are contained within 
land that has been recently subject to robust and methodical assessment under PC17 (and 
more recently subject to an approved LUC for earthworks and subsequent Heritage 
Authority) are specifically identified by the submitter as holding an elevated cultural 
significance – and yet similar features located closer to the Pukeahua Paa or otherwise 
preserved on the Ngāruawāhia Golf Course have not. 

 
46. Perjuli submits that this inconsistency and apparent arbitrariness over MSOS classification 

is a critical consideration for the Hearings Panel.  It highlights the discrepancy between the 
technical advice for Council to undertake a strategic review of all such cultural/horticultural 
features across the Waikato District before assigning significance, and the approach of the 
section 42A report writer in recommending MSOS status be granted to the site.  Perjuli 
submits that for certain sites to be singled out on an ad hoc basis without a fuller review or 
the chance for further technical and expert evidence or submissions affects the integrity of 
the entire PDP.  Council’s position, as outlined above, is that Perjuli should not be able to 
present such technical or expert information. 

 
47. The diagrams below, taken from Council’s own reports and evidence, show that the site is 

far from unique in having borrow pits present (noting that these are modified and damaged 
borrow pits).  Rather, borrow pits are a regular feature of the landscape, and if an expansive 
view was taken, it may be that most of Ngāruawāhia would be found to have evidence of 
borrow pits.  That highlights that this particular property should not be singled out. 
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Lidar image of borrow pits surrounding Pukeahua Pa 
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Image of Rural Land adjacent to Pukeahua Pa (south) containing preserved borrow pit concentration  

 

Example of degraded borrow pit sought to be preserved on 5851 Great Sounth Road 
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PDP: Submission GIS showing Residential and Rural land use Zoning 

 
48. Notably, in submission point 962.1 and the subsequent hearing presentation, Ngati 

Tamainupo sought to define their interest the borrow pits located on Perjuli’s property in 
relation to the proximity of the borrow pits to the culturally significant site of Pukeahua 
Paa.  
 

49. However, it is unclear to Perjuli as to why other borrow pits, which are not separated from 
the Paa by a section of NIMT rail corridor and Great South Road, do not garner the same 
level of attention and the same levels of proposed protection for Ngati Tamainupo.  This 
highlights the inconsistency and arbitrariness of singling out this particular site.   

 
50. It is submitted that when the Panel deliberates on Submission point 962.1 - as well as the 

emotive hearing presentation by Ngati Tamainupo – the Panel should: 
a) Apply appropriate weighting to the community expectations under the 

previous PC17 process (which rezoned 5851 Great South Road to Residential, 
with the presumption that this would mean further development and 
subdivision). 

b) Recognise that seeking to apply MSOS status to this site is essentially arbitrary, 
and inconsistent with the level of protection (often no protection) given to 
other sites that do or may hold borrow pits. 

c) Recognise that other sites are more appropriate to be assigned a higher level 
of cultural interest. 

d) Acknowledge that assigning MSOS status to the site will impede development 
on the site and thereby undermine the integrity of the plan in respect of 
development and subdivision, at a time when there is a recognised shortage of 
housing. 

 
51. Perjuli is concerned that any determination to restrict housing development on a site that 

is already zoned, publicly mandated, and required to meet local housing needs through an 
ad hoc and inconsistent cultural significance restriction will set an undesirable precedent 
to development projects across the wider Waikato District. 
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52. The suggestion by Dr Kahotea that Council should undertake an appropriately weighted and 
strategic management plan for all potential sites is a more reasonable mechanism than 
applying the cultural MSOS policy overlay. 

 
53. The inconsistent approach to MSOS put forward under Submission point 962.1, and as 

accepted by the Council Planner, is not supported by Perjuli.  It is arbitrary, may have 
concerning precedent effects, and will undermine the integrity both of existing planning 
frameworks and the PDP. 

 
54. As Council’s letter of 19 October 2020 notes, acceptance of the recommendations of the 

Council planner will mean that any earthworks will require a resource consent, and 
subdivision is likely to be inhibited (in order to avoid the MSOS being spread across multiple 
sites).   

 
55. This highlights that a MSOS in relation to this site will frustrate its existing residential zoning 

and impede the ability to develop the property.  In writing the section 42A report, Council’s 
Planner appears not to regard this as a concern – see e.g. the comments at paragraph 141 
- but Perjuli believes it is.  Effectively the process of PC17 will be nullified, and Perjuli will 
be prejudiced by being unable to effectively develop a site it has purchased for 
development, based on PC17. 

 
56. The s 42A report notes that there has been no general opposition to the s 32 report on 

MSOS, with only site-specific relief sought.  Now that the direct contradiction between the 
developability of sites zoned residential and MSOS is understood, based on Council’s 
position, general opposition might arise.  The serious impediment to development again 
counters the s 42A report – a strategic assessment of MSOS would be preferable to simply 
placing this site as an MSOS as the s 42A report desires.  This again highlights the limitations 
and partiality of the section 42A report. 

Cultural Effects Mitigation 

57. Perjuli has an established and legitimate presence in the area, not only in relation to 
ownership of the land at 5851 Great South Road, but also through the provision of needed 
housing supply associated with the River Terraces development immediately abutting the 
south of the subject property.  The overall area is the subject of a quality housing 
development that is more affordable than many others in the region. 
 

58. Perjuli has experienced a well-established relationship with mana whenua which is 
evidenced through Turangawaewae Board of Trustees supportive communications and 
their Cultural Impact Assessment.  It is also relevant to note that cooperative 
communications and development understanding is evident through formal and informal 
communications with the author of Sub 962 (Kimai Huirama), and Mai Uenuku ki te Whenua 
Marae. 

 
59. Given the long and established understanding between Perjuli and mana whenua, 

appropriate cultural acknowledgement and mitigation has been provided throughout the 
preceding 5 Stages of the River Terraces development.  These examples include: 

 
a) archaeological and cultural impact assessments; 
b) ongoing collaborative consultation; 
c) provision of landscape plantings; 
d) establishment of appropriate signage; 
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e) a commitment to providing pedestrian linkages between Pukeahua Paa and 
the Waikato River; and 

f) the establishment of rocks/boulders with plaques detailing cultural interests 
within the development envelope. 

 
60. Perjuli wish for the hearing Panel to be aware that constructive and good faith consultation 

is enshrined within the River Terraces development to date – and furthermore, that such 
good faith consultation has been undertaken specifically in relation to the land at 5851 
Great South Road. 

 

 

Image of Signa mitigation already present in the vicinity of 5851 Great South Road 

 
61. It is unfortunate to now hear Perjuli being portrayed as somewhat insensitive to cultural 

interests as they relate to Ngati Tamainupo concerns, as this is demonstrably not the case.  
Perjuli has dedicated a significant amount of time, effort and resources in to listening to 
and addressing cultural concerns on the site and surrounding areas. 
 

62. Emotive comments and statements presented to the hearings panel by Submitter 962 to 
the effect that Perjuli have refused to meet and consult with Ngati Tamainupo 
representatives are out of context, and furthermore are a distraction in determining the 
level of cultural significance or cultural interest of the property located at 5851 Great South 
Road. 

 
63. Perjuli Developments Limited is a reputable land development firm and has a strong 

appreciation of the importance of collaboration with all stakeholders.  Claims of a lack of 
consultation, cultural insensitivity, and disingenuous statements regarding timing of 
development already consented for 5851 Great South Road are irrelevant to the decision 
being sought under Submission point 962.1.  
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64. Perjuli seek that the hearings Panel disregard perceived development shortcomings 
underpinning the submission at the hearing and focus instead on the facts of Perjuli’s 
engagement and track record on cultural mitigation and consultation.   

 
65. Perjuli acknowledges that there are borrow pit remnants located on the property at 5851 

Great South Road – however, the degree of interest or significance in these borrow pits has 
not been proven, and nor has Council’s section 42A report taken a robust approach to their 
assessment.  Further, the context of other recorded borrow pits in closer proximity to the 
Pukeahua Pa and the Ngaruawahia Golf Course is of interest, as these have not received 
the same level of consideration under Submission point 962.1. 

 
66. It is reiterated that as this piece of land has been strategically considered through PC17 and 

the consented environment that a more balanced approach to environmental (including 
cultural significance) and Ngāruawāhia’s urban growth pressures has been provided for. 

Conclusion 

67. Perjuli oppose submission 962.1 in its entirety as it relates to the highly modified and 
remnant borrow pits located at 5851 Great South Road, Ngāruawāhia. 
 

68. Perjuli accepts that borrow pits in the area may be of historic and/or cultural interest to 
mana whenua.  Some borrow pits are present on the property.  However, there are also 
many borrow pits in areas nearby that are not part of the property.  Further, the selective 
delineation of these features being significant under the MSOS policy overlay is arbitrary, 
ad hoc and inappropriate when considering the wider physical and planning environment. 

 
69. Perjuli appreciates the ability to share their views of Submission 962.1 to the hearings 

panel, as well as to highlight its concerns over the assessment process underpinning the 
s42A report’s recommendation to accept the submission.  Perjuli reiterates its concerns 
that Council has seemed reluctant to allow Perjuli to submit on a significant matter affecting 
its property. 

 
70. Perjuli seeks that the Hearings Panel decide not to accept Submission point 962.1 due to a 

number of process inconsistencies, undermining public expectations under PC17, potential 
precedent effects, and on the basis of Council’s own technical recommendation to 
undertake a more strategic approach to the weighted preservation of the District’s 
significant network of borrow pits. 

 
71. Perjuli welcome the opportunity to elaborate on the matters presented in this written 

statement directly with Council and or the appropriate representative(s) of the PDP 
Hearings Panel, and if necessary to present further technical and expert information 
(including if necessary legal submissions). 

 

 

 

 

Perjuli Developments Ltd 

Dated the 6th day of November 2020 



IN THE MATTER  of the Resource Management 
Act 1991 

 
AND 
 
IN THE MATTER    of hearing submissions and 

further submissions on the 
Proposed Waikato District Plan  

 
 

SECOND DIRECTIONS FROM HEARING COMMISSIONERS 

 

26 June 2019 

 

Introduction 
 

1. These Second Directions are provided to all submitters on the Proposed Waikato District Plan 

(“proposed plan”) in order that the preparation for the hearing of submissions, and the 

hearings themselves, are fair to all parties and are conducted efficiently. 

 

2. Our First Directions of 21 May 2017: 

 

a. Requested Council staff to compile a Schedule of late submissions, the dates on 

which they were received, a brief summary of the relief sought and a 

recommendation, with reasons, as to whether or not the Hearing Panel should 

accept each of the later submissions, and to file this by 14 June 2018. 

 

b. Invited any submitter who wished to raise any legal or jurisdictional matter that they 

considered needed to be resolved before the hearings commenced, to file these in 

writing by 21 June 2019. 

 

3. The purpose of these Second Directions is to address both of these matters.  

 

Late Submissions 
 

4. The period for lodging submissions on the proposed plan ended on 9 October 2018.   

 

5. The Council’s report dated 14 June 2019, identified 25 submissions received after this date, 

as summarised, in date order, in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1: Late Submissions Summary 

 

Submitter Name Submission Number Date Submission Received 

Colleen Earby 555 10 October 2018 

Alan Kosoof 556 10 October 2018 

Bronwyn Kosoof 557 10 October 2018 

KiwiRail Holdings Limited 835 10 October 2018 

Kearvell Family Trust 867 10 October 2018 

Huib Volker 868 10 October 2018 

Patrick Day 760 11 October 2018 

Ian & Helen Gavin 865 11 October 2018 

Lisa Graham 866 11 October 2018 

Angeline Greensill 942 12 October 2018 

Linda Young 828 15 October 2018 

Whenua Holdings Waikato Limited 829 15 October 2018 

Brodick Farms Limited 944 15 October 2018 

Raglan Naturally 831 16 October 2018 

Kyung Koo Han & Sun Kyuang Kang 961 18 October 2018 

Ngati Tamainupo 962 19 October 2018 

Stonehill Trustee Limited 971 23 October 2018 

Carol & Gordon Corke 968 28 October 2018 

Debbie McPherson 969 28 October 2018 

Peter Pavich 967 29 October 2018 

Margaret O’Brien 970 31 October 2018 

Amy & Andrew de Langen 977 29 November 2018 

Andrew Wilson 981 23 January 2019 

Hynds Pipes Limited 983 5 April 2019 

Turangawaewae Trust Board 984 7 May 2019 

 

6. Having evaluated each late submission against the requirements of sections 37 and 37A of 

the Resource Management Act 2019 (“RMA”), Council staff: 

 

a. Observed that 21 of the 25 late submissions was received in the days immediately 

following the closing of the submission period; 

 

b. Considered that there was no prejudice to any person directly affected by the late 

submissions being accepted, as the further submission period had not expired and 

affected landowners could lodge a further submission; and 

 

c. Recommended that each of the late submissions be allowed. 
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7. We are satisfied that submissions received on or before 31 October 2018 should be 

accepted, for the reasons outlined by Council staff. 

 

8. We are not prepared, however, to automatically accept the late submissions received after 

that period, given the timeframes involved. 

 

9. We therefore invite the following submitters to advise us, in writing, of the reasons why 

their respective submissions were filed so late, and why they consider that it should be 

accepted: 

 

a. Amy & Andrew de Langen;  

 

b. Andrew Wilson; and 

 

c. Hynds Pipes Limited. 

 

10. Such advice is to be provided no later than 5pm Friday 5 July 2019, either by: 

 

a. Email  mailto:Districtplan@waidc.govt.nz 

 

or 

 

b. Hard copy 

 

Either 

  

Mailed to: The District Plan Hearings Administrator 

Waikato District Council 

Private Bag 544 

Ngaruawahia 3742 

 

Attention: Sandra Kelly 

or  

 

Delivered to: The District Plan Hearings Administrator 

Waikato District Council  
15 Galileo Street 
Ngaruawahia 3720 
 

 Attention: Sandra Kelly 
 

11. In respect of the Turangwaewae Trust Board late submission, Council staff have advised that 

“Council has no record of receiving [that] submission, although the submitter did attempt to 

lodge it.”   

 

12. We therefore invite the Turangawaewae Trust Board to advise us, in writing, of the 

attempt(s) made to lodge their submission and why they consider that it should be accepted.  

Such advice is to be provided in accordance with the timeframe and process set out in 

paragraph 10 above. 

 

mailto:
mailto:Districtplan@waidc.govt.nz
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13. On receipt of the material referred to in paragraphs 9 and 12 above, we will determine 

whether to accept those late submissions. 

 

Legal / Jurisdictional Issues 
 

14. Two planning consultants raised jurisdiction matters with us (Mr Brian Putt and Mr John 

Manning) although their clients were not identified.  Additionally, counsel for Havelock 

Village Limited and Tata Valley Limited, and Ambury Properties Limited filed memoranda. 

 

15. We address each of these below. 

 

Mr Putt 

 

16.  We understood Mr Putt’s concerns to be as follows: 

 

a. Our Directions seemed premature given that submitters have not yet been provided 

with the final form of the Summary of Submissions; 

 

b. We should review the evidence timetabling and obligations they seek to impose to 

make them “user friendly”; 

 

c. Providing 10 working days following the receipt of the Council’s section 42A report 

for submitters to file evidence is insufficient; 

 

d. Because the Council has had since October 2018 to consider and respond to 

submissions they have an unfair advantage over submitters in the time available for 

submitters to respond; and   

 

e. Additionally, there is no provision made for Council to rebut/respond to evidence 

from submitters, who do not wish to be ambushed by the Council at the hearing.  It 

would be sensible for any additional evidence to be provided at least 5 working days 

prior to the hearing. 

 

17. Regarding a) – d) above, we consider that the process we have established is both fair to all 

parties and efficient and we are not persuaded that any changes are required. 

 

18. Regarding point e) above, our Directions of 21 May 2018 may have been ambiguous in that 

paragraph 26 only referred to rebuttal evidence from submitters being able to be filed at 

least 10 working days prior to each hearing.  We had intended for the Council to also be 

subject to that obligation – i.e. that all rebuttal evidence, either from the Council or 

submitters, is to be filed at least 10 working days prior to the commencement of each 

hearing.  However, we consider that Mr Putt’s proposal to stagger the provision of rebuttal 

evidence (with the Council staff following the submitters) has merit. We therefore direct 

that: 

 
If the Council wishes to present rebuttal evidence it is to provide it to the Hearings 

Administrator, in writing, at least 5 working days prior to the commencement of the 

hearing of that topic. 
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Mr Manning 

 

19. Mr Manning raised two concerns, namely: 

 

a. That although the link to the original submissions on the Council’s website was not 

operational on 7 June 2019, he understood that the summary of submissions 

sometimes incorrectly identified submitters and the relevant contact person – an 

example being Tainui Group Holdings Limited; and 

 

b. Citing the example of Ms Te Aho’s role as a Director of Tainui Group Holdings 

Limited (and being clear that he was not suggesting anything untoward) the table 

that showed the Commissioners’ “Relationships with Submitter Parties and Actions 

Proposed” needed to be amended to also refer to all relationships with a submitter, 

including those with agents or contact persons. 

 

20. Regarding a) above, the Commissioners are not responsible for managing the Council’s 

website and/or release of information as part of the Schedule 1 process under the RMA.  

However, we understand that the Council is aware of the issues raised by Mr Manning and is 

addressing them. 

 

21. In respect of b) above, the Commissioners are satisfied that the protocols for disclosing and 

acting on actual or perceived conflicts is appropriate and that no changes are required.  

However, although Ms Te Aho’s role as a Director of Tainui Group Holdings Limited was cited 

in the “Register of Interests” table, this was not carried through to the subsequent table 

setting out the Commissioners’ “Relationships with Submitter Parties and Actions Proposed”.  

This was addressed in our First Minute of 13 June 2019, where we stated that Ms Te Aho 

would “take no part in hearing Tainui Group Holding Limited’s submission or deliberations 

concerning it”. 

 

Counsel for Havelock Village Limited (submitter number 862) and TaTa Valley Limited 

(submitter number 574) 

 

22. Havelock Village Limited is seeking to rezone land adjoining Pokeno township from Rural to 

Residential, while TaTa Valley Limited is seeking to rezone land southwest of Pokeno from 

Rural to a bespoke Resort Zone.  Counsel were concerned that various submitters were 

seeking that the proposed plan be withdrawn in its entirety or any hearing of submissions be 

deferred – the justification cited including the need for updated flood hazard mapping and 

assessments, implementing the new National Planning Standards and better alignment with 

other planning studies like the Hamilton to Auckland Spatial Plan. 

 

23. In the event that any submitter raised such matters as a preliminary matter, counsel wished 

to record their interest in that issue and suggested that a pre-hearing meeting be convened.  

Counsel recorded that they opposed any withdrawal of the proposed plan or deferral of the 

hearings and considered that the relevant issues can be addressed as part of the substantive 

hearings. 

 

24. No party has raised withdrawal of the proposed plan or deferral of the hearings as a 

preliminary matter in response to our First Directions.  Accordingly, while counsel’s concerns 

are noted (as are those in some written submissions) we are satisfied, based on the 
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information put before us in response to our First Directions, that the substantive hearings 

can proceed as contemplated.  

 

Counsel for Ambury Properties Limited 

 

25. Ambury Properties Limited is, in general terms, seeking to: 

 

a. Rezone Rurally zoned land at Ohinewai to a combination of Industrial, Business and 

Residential zoning, as specified in a proposed structure plan; and 

 

b. Incorporate objectives and policies into the proposed plan to create a framework for 

the structure plan. 

 

26. Based on their understanding that: 

 

a. Stage 1 hearings will commence in September 2019; 

 

b.  Stage 2 is to be publicly notified in March 2020; 

 

c. Hearings on Stage 2 will commence in early 2021; 

 

d. Decisions (on the entire plan) will be issued late in 2021; and 

 

e. Their submissions will likely be heard as part of the Stage 2 hearings, because of 

natural hazard considerations; 

 

counsel requested that: 

a. Its submission be heard in May 2020; and 

 

b. A decision on its submission be released by mid 2020.  

 

27. Counsel’s memorandum considered whether we had jurisdiction to take the approach they 

requested, and whether, on the merits, we should adopt that approach.  They considered 

that their proposal was open to us to adopt and that we should adopt it.  The reasons cited 

on the merits were to the effect that delays would put the proposal in jeopardy, given the 

expiry of existing leases in Auckland, the inability to find a suitable alternative facility in 

Auckland and because if unsuccessful in its request for a relatively prompt hearing, the 

economic and social benefits for the Waikato District would be lost. 

 

28. We are mindful of the fact that Ambury Properties’ proposal has arisen out of its own 

submission on the proposed plan, rather than being a part of the notified version.  As such, 

other than as a result of whatever consultation Ambury Properties, or Council staff, may 

have undertaken, the further submission process will be the first opportunity for 

interested/affected parties to express their views on the proposal. 

 

29. Absent an understanding the scale/extent of any further submissions, we think it premature 

to make a decision on hearing timetables on the Ambury Properties’ submission.  Rather, we 

consider the appropriate course of action is to convene an urgent pre-hearing meeting as 
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soon as possible following the closing of further submissions and for all submitters and 

further submitters and the Council to have the opportunity to participate. 

 

30. If Ambury Properties is not satisfied with what we have set out above, they should lodge a 

further Memorandum. 

 

 

 

P H Mitchell (Chair) 

26 June 2019 
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Carolyn.Wratt@outlook.com

From: Sheryl Paekau
Sent: Monday, 16 March 2020 4:49 PM
To: Brent Glover
Cc: Craig Blackmore; Kimai Huirama
Subject: RE: Property at 5851 Great South Road, Ngaruawahia - NZAA Borrow Pit Cluster 

S14/371

Teenaa Koe Brent 
 
Thank you for your reply. We will respect your refusal of access at this time. 
 
Although the submissions primarily identifies the submitters status within the district and their relationship to the 
Ngaruawahia Town features of it’s name, the Puke-i-aahua Paa site, the Point and the Hakarimata Range.  These 
features give Ngaati Tamainupo the status of Mana whenua in Ngaruawahia through Whakapapa.  Turangawaewae 
Marae is also of high  importance to the history of Ngaruawahia. 
 
However my interest as a policy planner in the District Plan Review is that Ngaati Tamainupo’ submission has asked 
to protect some of the significant borrow pits on the section of 5851 Great South Road which are in close proximity 
to the Puke-i-aahua Pa. Heritage New Zealand is a further submitter (FS 1323.151) in supporting this submission. 
 
The NZAA Borrow Pit Cluster S14/371 on 5851 Great South Road is registered and protected under the Heritage New 
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act, however the ‘Act’ allows you to apply for an ‘Authority’ that will or may modify or 
destroy a recorded archaeological site (whether it is recorded or listed or not). 
 
My report to the Hearing commission is due in late May/June, therefore the Archaeologist/Anthropologist Des Tatana 
Kahotea PhD will provide a technical report accordingly for the Maaori Sites of Significance Hearing. 
 
I understand that the submitter Kimai Huirama is a member of the Mai Uenuku ki te Whenua Marae (Ngaati 
Tamainupo) and is the Chairperson of the Ngaa Uri o Tamainupo Ki Whaaingaroa Trust. 
 
I will advise you when the reports are due to go on the website and the hearing date. 
 
Ngaa mihi 
Sheryl 
 
 
 

From: Brent Glover [mailto:brent@glover.co.nz]  
Sent: Monday, 16 March 2020 11:36 a.m. 
To: Sheryl Paekau 
Cc: Craig Blackmore 
Subject: FW: Property at 5851 Great South Road, Ngaruawahia - NZAA Borrow Pit Cluster S14/371 
 
 
Hi Sheryl 
 
Further to my telephone message this morning. 
 
Having now reviewed the information provided relating to the “Proposed” District Plan we question the relevance of 
our individual site, in isolation, at this time relating to this submission. The submission is of a general nature 
regarding relationships and representation, Hapu Management plans and request to be recorded as mana whenua 
pertaining to all sites of significance.  
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Could you please forward further details pertaining to this and your request. i.e. The process relating to Section 
2.2(d), are other site visits currently happening , where is this section of the proposed plan up to , what is the 
timeline , who has input to this process  etc.    
We also now note the submission is actually from a different identity to that to which we have been liaising 
although the contact person (Kimai Huirama) is the same. 
 
For your information we have currently been liaising with both Turangawaewae Trust and the Ngaruawhaia Tu 
TangataTrust in relation to our site and have engaged a specialist Archaeologist with a background in historical 
Maori horticulture in this vicinity. He is currently researching and undertaking physical investigations on site in 
accordance with Heritage NZ requirements and will provide full reporting and disclosure of all history pertaining to 
the site. During investigations any findings of significance will be conveyed to parties and if required site visits with 
representatives may be required. 
 
It would seem appropriate that any site visit or discussions around site significance or history is undertaken at a later 
date when we have additional and full information post the current investigations so all parties are fully informed. 
Accordingly we will be unable to meet or provide site access this Thursday as per your request.   
 
Please give me a call should you wish to discuss further. 
 
 
Regards 
Brent 
 
 
Brent Glover 
Development Manager 
River Terraces Subdivision 
Perjuli Developments Ltd 
021977657 
www.riverterraces.co.nz 
 
 
 

From: Sheryl Paekau [mailto:Sheryl.Paekau@waidc.govt.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 13 March 2020 2:24 PM 
To: Brent Glover <brent@glover.co.nz> 
Cc: Craig Blackmore <Craig.Blackmore@perry.co.nz> 
Subject: RE: Property at 5851 Great South Road, Ngaruawahia - NZAA Borrow Pit Cluster S14/371 
 
Kia ora ano Brent 
 
Thank you for your reply.  I have included some attachments for you. 
 
Ngaa mihi 
Sheryl 
 

From: Brent Glover [mailto:brent@glover.co.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 13 March 2020 12:46 p.m. 
To: Sheryl Paekau 
Cc: Craig Blackmore 
Subject: RE: Property at 5851 Great South Road, Ngaruawahia - NZAA Borrow Pit Cluster S14/371 
 
Hi Sheryl 
Thanks for your email. Whilst we have been having discussions with Ngaati Tamainupo relating to the proposed 
subdivision of this site they had not conveyed to us that they had submitted on the proposed plan. 
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Could you please forward a copy of the submission and any related material so we are fully informed prior to 
meeting. 
I confirm that we will have a representative at the site on Thursday and will have unrestricted access in accordance 
with our purchase agreement with the current owners. 
 
 
Regards 
Brent 
 
 
Brent Glover 
Development Manager 
River Terraces Subdivision 
Perjuli Developments Ltd 
021977657 
www.riverterraces.co.nz 
 
 
 
 

From: Sheryl Paekau [mailto:Sheryl.Paekau@waidc.govt.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 13 March 2020 10:52 AM 
To: Brent Glover <brent@glover.co.nz>; Craig.Blackmore@perry.co.nz 
Cc: Kimai Huirama <kimhuirama@gmail.com>; I-Jay Huirama <I-Jay.Huirama@waidc.govt.nz> 
Subject: Property at 5851 Great South Road, Ngaruawahia - NZAA Borrow Pit Cluster S14/371 
 
Kia ora Korua 
 
I have cc’d you into an email  of Kimai & I-Jay Huirama regarding a District plan submission to the Proposed Plan that 
Council is currently processing to a hearing later this year.  Your email addresses were provided by the submitters 
who act on behalf of Ngaati Tamainupo.   I understand you have had conversations in regard to the Borrow pits. 
 
Council has engaged an Archaeologist /Maaori Anthrologist to access the site and provide a report for the Maaori 
Sites of Significance Hearing.  If you are acting on behalf of the landowners would you be able to meet us at the 
property at 09.15am on Thursday 19th March or advise that I should contact Mr & Mrs Prendergast. 
I look forward to your response. 
 
Ngaa mihi 
Sheryl 
 

Sheryl PAEKAU  
Policy Planner  

Waikato District Council  
■ P 07 824 8633 ■ F 07 824 8091 ■ Call Free 0800 492 452 ■ DDI 07 824 5623 ■ M 0211090048  
Private Bag 544, Ngaruawahia 3742  
www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz  

http://www.facebook.com/WaikatoDistrictCouncil 

 

 
Scanned by Trustwave SEG - Trustwave's comprehensive email content security solution. Download a free 
evaluation of Trustwave SEG at www.trustwave.com 
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WAIKATO PROPOSED PLAN  
MAORI SITES OF SIGNIFICANCE AND AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE  
Technical Assessment  
Section 42A Hearing  
Maori Sites of Significance  (S13/119) & (S13/141) 

Submission 340.1 

Des Tatana Kahotea February 2021 

 

Date of field assessment: 6/2/2021 - 343 Jefferis Road Waerenga 

Access to pa next to residence of property owner Jefferis. Prior contact made to property 

owner and met at place of residence. The property owners stated they did not need to 

accompany the consultant on their property. 

 

Introduction 

This is a report directed by the Commissioners to respond to property owner submission to 

Maori Sites of Significance S13/119 and S13/141. An assessment was undertaken by 

archaeological field survey of the two pa located on the Jefferis property at Waerenga 

S13/119 and S13/141 was recorded by Owen Wilkes in 2004 and 2002 for the New Zealand 

Archaeological Association site recording scheme respectively and took photographs of the 

two pa from Jefferis Road. S13/119 was identified by a surveyor’s field book 1882 and 

Wilkes assumed the location on a topographical map. S13/141 was identified from 

observation from the road of the pa ditch and bank. 

 

Field Assessment Outcome 

This was a pa recorded by Owen Wilkes in 2004 from a 1882 surveyors field book of the 

survey of confiscated land at Te Waerenga. S13/141 was first surveyed and when this was 

completed the author crossed the Whangamarino River to walk along the river on the south 

side and nearing the foot of the ridge found the curve of the river did not match the survey 

plan SO613 and surveyor’s fieldbook sketch. A drone was used to examine the ridge where 

Wilkes had recorded S13/119 but there was no evidence of earthworks to indicate the 

presence of a pa. Examining plans and aerial images in the field plus the drone image it 

became obvious that the Ruakiwi pa recorded in the surveyors field notebook was S13/141. 

Wilkes recorded Ruakiwi pa in the wrong location.  
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Discussion 

In 2002/2004 Wilkes used a topo50 map S13 Huntly for identification and location. The 

course of Whangamarino River on the Jeffrey property had been altered to run along the foot 

of the ridge hence the mistaken location, he did not have the benefit of readily accessible 

online aerials and digital survey plans to ascertain location.  

Figure 2 is SO613 of the Waerenga Block of Whangamarino Valley shows the 

Whangamarino River boundary in figure 1 as the boundary for Lot 27, plan produced in 1867 

for the Waikato Land Confiscation. Figure 3 is SO3574 1884 Plan of Section 17 Parish of 

Maramarua, which was produced from the field books 556 pages 98 – 104. Figure 4 is aerial 

photo 284/49 1942 where the outline of the Whangamarino River is drawn and the defensive 

features of S13/141 is seen indicated in the figure. Figure 5 is the topo50 S13 Huntly which 

Wilkes would have used showing the new course of the Whangamarino River where Wilkes 

assumed Ruakiwi pa was next to the curve of the river seen in the topo50 map. 

 

Final Comment 

The pa site S13/119 recorded by Owen Wilkes in 2004 is the pa site S13/141 he recorded in 

2002. There is no pa on the ridge where he recorded S13/119.  

Changes were made to the file of S13/119 stating by a field visit and examination of maps 

S13/119 was not a pa, nor was there any archaeological features. This was done through 

the online NZAA Site Recording Scheme as a registered NZAA member user. The S13/141 

pa was also updated online. 
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Figure 2  SO613 1867 showing Whangamarino River Boundary of Lot 27 

Figure 1 Ruakiwi Pa (S13/141) Sketch of Surveyor’s Fieldbook 1882 

 

Wilkes location 

Surveyors location 
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Figure 3 SO3574 1884 Plan of Section 17 Parish of Maramarua 

 

Figure 4    Outline of Whangamarino River and ditches of S13/141. Aerial photo 284/49 1942 
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Figure 5  Topo50 showing location of pa and current course of Whangamarino River 

 

Figure 5 Location of S13/141 and new course of Whangamarino River 

 

Current course of  
Whangamarino River  

S13/141 

S13/119 
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Figure 6  Location of S13/141 and ridge for S13/119 

 

 

Figure 7  View south of S13/141  

 

Ridge for S13.119 
S13/141 

Ditch & bank 

Wall 
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Figure 8  Aerial of S13/141 ditch and banks 

 

Figure 9 View of ridge from near S13/141 
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